
Thank you to: LLUHEC Residents

Dear LLUHEC Residents and Fellows, Seeing you all step up this past year during 
the Pandemic reminded me how fortunate I am to get to work with Residents 
every day! You ARE ALL an inspiration and without your hard work, dedication, and 
grit, Loma Linda University Health would not be the same. From the bottom of my 
heart, I thank each and every one of you for what you do, day in and day out. 
Happy Thank a Resident Day

From:  Justin Kerstetter, Graduate Medical Education Office



Thank you to:  Chris Cullom, ADULT CARDIOTHORACIC 
ANESTHESIOLOGY

Excellent clinical and academic teaching.  Great resource to residents rotating 
through CT.  Great work ethic and clinical skill.

From:  CT Anesthesiology



Thank you to:  VaShon Williams, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Hey VaShon! Thanks for being such a good friend on NMCCS. Your brilliant mind 
and fantastic sense of humor are sure to carry you on to greatness in the world of 
anesthesia.

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Dr. Sam Chambi, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thank you Dr. Chambi for always taking the extra time to take care of your 
patients in the O.R. and on the PSH service taking time out to talk to patient and 
the patient's family. The patients really and we really appreciate it.

From:  Donna Lien, IM/Anesthesia



Thank you to:  Dr. Sam Chambi, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Sam is a great resident, was patient with me and helped me grow as a fourth year 
medical student. THANK YOU SAM!!

From:  Jean, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Elyse Guran, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Elyse you helped me so much during my rotation. Thanks for being a kind mentor 
and great friend :)

From:  Jean, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Mandy Yan, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thank you for being so patient with me during my rotation. Wishing you, your wife 
and your corgi the best in Cleveland 

From:  Jean, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Dr. Albert Jeon, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thank you Dr. Jeon for being an awesome teacher. You're definitely a resident that 
I would like to emulate someday. I don't know where I'm going to match, but I 
hope I can continue your love for education and mentorship to others when I 
become a resident as well. Good luck as you enter into your Clinical Anesthesia 
years! You're gonna be FANTASTIC.

From:  Ivan Kim, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Dennis Propp, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Dennis! You have been such an encouragement to Nicole and I over the past two 
years. I know you’ve been crushing it in the hospital as well. Know of my prayers. 

From:  Garrett, Student



Thank you to:  Justin Graf, ANESTHESIOLOGY

My month of inpatient IM at the VA with you was incredible, in no small part due to 
your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident that a medical student wants to work with, and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Vashon Williams, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Hey Vash! Thanks for being such a homie and printing us out the lists in the 
morning during CCU, and for being fun to work with, and for your glorious singing 
voice. Keep up the positivity! :) 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Vashon Williams, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thank you for being such a hard worker! I appreciate you!

From:  Ashlea, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  ANESTHESIOLOGY RESIDENTS

We tremendously appreciate the excellence in clinical care.  All of the 
Anesthesiology residents stepped up in a great way to care for Covid patients.

From: Faculty, Department of Anesthesiology



Thank you to:  Steven Nelson, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Excellent job as a chief and helping to manage a tremendously hard ever changing 
schedule!!  Very proud of you!!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Nhi Nguyen, ANESTHESIOLOGY

It was really fun working with you during nights and CCU! I miss those times. 
Thank you for being such a nice and friendly resident :) 

From: Esther Choi, MS4, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Mandy Yan, ANESTHESIOLOGY

Wonderful work doing QI and helping to make our residency and department a 
better place. 

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Dylan Rivera, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your dedication to your craft, your precise focus on details, and your 
attitude of altruism! 

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Andrew Taniguchi, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your willingness to help and lead by example!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Elyse Guran, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your hardworking nature, always willing to do the right thing, and 
depth of compassion.  The whole package of a physician!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Annie Wang, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your thorough nature, artistic talent, and desire to excellent!  You will 
go far in life and your career!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Phillip Pearson, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your willingness to to always do the right thing, dedication to 
compassion, and helpful nature!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Va Shon Williams, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your worshipful praise, happiness, and generous smile!  You bring joy 
to others!

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Alex Nemirov, ANESTHESIOLOGY

I appreciate your work in the Covid ICU and your skillful care of challenging 
patients.

From: Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  Albert Jeon, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My week of nights during my Sub-I with you was incredible, in no small part due to 
your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident that a medical student wants to work with, and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  ANESTHESIOLOGY RESIDENTS

I just want to thank all of the anesthesia residents for their part in helping during 
this pandemic.  You guys covered so many different areas.  Thank you ALL for what 
you do!!!

From: Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine Residency



Thank you to:  CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE FELLOWS 

Our fellows has done an excellent work during the pandemia, made me proud of 
her capability of adapting and continue to learn. 

From: Liset Stoletniy, CARDIOLOGY 



Thank you to:  Saif Ali, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

Thank you so much for all you do! I vividly remember my two weeks on CCU with 
you; your feedback about presentations and notes, and your enthusiasm for 
teaching made it one of my most enjoyable rotations of medical school! 

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Hossam Abubakar, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

Thank you Dr. Abubakar for always being down to teach and help us go over 
different cardiology topics and EKGs! I really appreciated your guidance while I 
was on Cardiac CCU!

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Laurel Kelley, CHILD NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your enthusiasm, insight and heart while on Palliative Care. It was 
an honor working with you and learning from you!

From: Joyce McRae, MS4, SOM



Thank you to:  Bill Morano, COMPLEX GENERAL SURGICAL 
ONCOLOGY

Bill, thank you for your willingness to step up and help in the trenches alongside 
our surgery residents during the surge.  You exemplify what it means to be a 
surgeon. We are proud to have you as a fellow. 

From: Jukes Namm, Surgery



Thank you to:  COMPLEX GENERAL SURGICAL ONCOLOGY 
FELLOWS

Thank you both for being two EXCELLENT CGSO fellows.  Your patient care and 
intellectual curiosity is infectious, and makes everyone else want to do better!

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to:  Kelly Lara (MIS/Bariatric Advanced GI Surgery 
Fellow), Wanda Lam (Global Surgery Fellow), Audrey Choi (CGSO 
Fellow), Bill Morano (CGSO Fellow), Laura Goodman (Pediatric 
Surgery Fellow), Sandeep Jhajj (Vascular Surgery Fellow), Rahul 
Kar (Vascular Surgery Fellow) 

Thank you for all that you have done this past year. The past 12 months have been 
difficult and a huge roller-coaster in our lives. However, your unwaivering
dedication to patient care, passion for self-improvement, and willingness to teach 
those around you have been a balm to my soul.  Thank you for all that you do. You 
make my day, each and every one of them. May you continue to be a blessing to 
those around you, as you have been mine, in the years to come. 

From: Esther Yung, Surgery



Thank you to:  Sean Thrush, CRITICAL CARE ANESTHESIOLOGY

Thank you for leading the team and always being open to teach the residents and 
medical students on MICU. I learned a lot from your example.

From: Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Sean Thrush, CRITICAL CARE ANESTHESIOLOGY

Hi Dr. Thrush! Thanks for being one of the chillest people I've ever met, and also 
for being so willing to engage with learners and to teach. I definitely benefited 
from your tutelage while I was rotating through the ICU! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Peter Gust, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thanks for being such a great Chief Resident and all your hard work coordinating 
Grand Rounds lectures and the Rep Display!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Maria McGowan, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Maria for being so caring, kind and approachable.  You're a great Chief 
Resident and I appreciate you!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  G. Alden Holmes, MD, DERMATOLOGY

It is so great to work with you Alden.  I am awed by how humble, kind and caring 
you are in all of your interactions.  You rock!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Brittanya Limone, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Brittanya for being so detailed in all that you do!  I truly enjoy working 
with you.

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Melanie Tawfik, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Melanie for always being willing to go that extra mile and help out 
whenever it's needed, no questions asked.  That's rare and very much appreciated!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Mansee Desai, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Mansee for being so detailed and on top of everything that you do.  You 
make my job easier and I truly appreciate that about you!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Jeff Gardner, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Jeff, for your great energy and sense of humor.  I appreciate you always 
taking responsibility and following through.

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Lulu Wong, MD, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you Lulu, for having such a sweet smile on your face everyday that is always 
reflected in your eyes.  No matter what is going on in your life, that smile is always 
there.  I appreciate you!

From: Cindi Morrill, Dermatology



Thank you to:  DERMATOLOGY RESIDENTS

Peter, Maria, Alden, Brittanya, Melanie, Mansee, Jeffrey, Lulu - I would like to say 
thank you to all of you. You are all so wonderful and have been such a great team 
this year. You are all appreciated and dedicated. We are so thankful to have such 
fantastic Residents on our team. For those of you who are graduating and starting 
your next journey, I wish you the best and know you will succeed wherever you 
go!.

From: Tammy Orozco, Dermatology



Thank you to:  DERMATOLOGY RESIDENTS

I want to say a big "THANK YOU" to all our wonderful, hard working residents in 
Derm, thank you for all you do for our department, and our patients...YOU ARE ALL 
WONDERFUL.. WE LOVE YOU!!! God Bless you all. 

From: Teresa Cerritos, MA, Dermatology



Thank you to:  DERMATOLOGY RESIDENTS

What a great Dermatology Resident team we have! From providing 24/7 call 
coverage to going above and beyond for our patients, we are grateful to each and 
every one of you!

From: Harry Dao, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Peter Gust, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Maria McGowan, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Alden Holmes, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Melanie Tawfik, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Brittanya Limone, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Mansee Desai, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Jeff Gardner, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  Lulu Wong, DERMATOLOGY

Thank you so much for everything you do! We are so happy to have you as a 
resident in our department!

From: Dr. Luke, Dermatology Faculty



Thank you to:  DERMATOLOGY RESIDENTS

To all of our wonderful residents! Thank you for all that you do for our patients and 
for the staff. 

From: Lisa Kane, Dermatology



Thank you to:  DERMATOLOGY RESIDENTS

My Dear Dermatology Residents, As we put 2020 further back in our rearview 
mirror, I wanted to thank you all for your dedication to each other, your 
department, this institution and your patients! It is one of my great joys in life to 
be able to teach you all Dermpath! You are a great group and I appreciate each one 
of you very much. Happy Thank a Resident Day 2021! Dr. K

From: Justin Kerstetter, Dermatology



Thank you to:  Taylor Harvey, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you so much for looking after and teaching me on NMCCS and ED. You’re 
truly a spectacular resident- one whom I would trust taking care of my own family 
and friends. Best of luck as you approach PGY-3!!!!!

From: Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Daniel Udrea, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you for teaching me ultrasound and emergency medicine. You’re going to be 
a freakishly amazing crit care fellow.

From: Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Bailey Wentworth, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

The GME Office would like to thank you for being the SBCMC resident liaison and 
for helping us co-chair the Resident Forum this year.  We appreciate your help!

From: Marilyn Houghton, Graduate Medical Education Office



Thank you to:  William Michael Downes, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you for all your hard work as academic chief and Diversity and Inclusion 
Chair. You are doing a fantastic job!!

From: Liz Fierro, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Danny Udrea, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Danny/Dr. Udrea, thank you for believing in me and encouraging me always. I 
appreciate all your help throughout the years and really admire you. I hope we get 
to work together one day. 

From: Anonymous, LLUSOM C/O 2022



Thank you to:  Brittaney Vargas (Khong), EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You have done an amazing job taking care of your co-residents.  You are an 
exemplary wellness chief ❤ Thank you!!! 

From: Liz Fierro, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Krista Wiese (Shaw), EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you for doing such a great job with scheduling this year.  It has been so fun 
interviewing with you.  Thank you!

From: Liz Fierro, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Amy Russell, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You have done a great job with interviews and being the RUHS chief. Thank you for 
all your hard work!

From: Liz Fierro, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Biosha Jones, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

First, I'm so happy we are in the same residency family :) . I really appreciate you 
always showing up to all of our D&I committee meetings and contributing.   I love 
your hard-working attitude.  Can't wait to see you continue to grow in the next 
couple years of residency. 

From: Liz Fierro, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Zach McCarty, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You are awesome! Thank you for your hard work and great attitude!

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Jun Li, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You rock! Excited that you are part of our group! 

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Gretchen Stumhofer, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You are amazing! Thank you for your hard work, work ethic and excellent attitude!

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Amy Russell, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Chief Hussle! You are wonderful and it is an absolute pleasure to work with you! 
You are an incredible physician!

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Michael Downes, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Absolutely love working with you! You are a rockstar! Thank you for all your 
hardwork both clinically and as chief! 

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  BK Vargas, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Your work as wellness chief is incredible! Watch you grow into a rockstar physician 
is amazing! 

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Krista Wiese, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

You rock Chief! Thank you for all your hard work!

From: Deena Bengiamin, Emergency Medicine



Thank you to:  Kylee Greider, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you so much for all you do for the med students who come in contact with 
you; from my two weeks on CCU to my nights on ED, your enthusiasm for teaching 
and positivity made all the difference in my learning! 

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Sarah Bode, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Hey Sarah! Thanks for your positive energy and humor - it was really fun to work 
with you on CCU! :)

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Angie Torres, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thanks for all your help when I was working with you guys in the MICU! I 
appreciated your work ethic and friendliness! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Taylor Harvey, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you Taylor for giving me great opportunities in the ED. I appreciated being 
able to help anesthetize and stitch the wounds of the stab victim. I appreciate your 
help and mentorship!

From: Adwoa Wiafe, MS4, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Matthew Dalley, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thank you for never being to busy to continue the healing and teaching ministry of 
Jesus with your patients, co-residents, and students. 

From: Cristian Villegas, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Nicholas Andrew, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Hey Nick! Thanks for helping to teach me and Ivan ultrasound! I appreciated your 
guidance; it was a lot of fun to work with and learn from you! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Marissa Hood, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Hi Marissa! Thanks for guiding and teaching me and Ivan during our ultrasound 
rotation! I was a great time learning from you and scanning patients! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Michael Downes, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Your work with diversity initiatives in the EM department inspired so many other 
projects. Thanks for being a trailblazer, and for providing a path for us to follow. 
Thanks for being a great friend, willing to reach back to those behind you, even as 
you journey forward. Your support is invaluable to the URM medical student body. 
Every now and then, there are individuals of whom you ask yourself, "what would I 
do without them". Michael, you are that person. Happy residents day!

From: Kristoff Foster, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Mark Ringer, EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Thanks for all your help on my MICU rotation. I also appreciate all your advice 
about applying to emergency medicine programs. Thanks for all your help, and I 
wish you the best.

From: Nick Synstelien, Medical Student



Thank you to:  EMERGENCY MEDICINE RESIDENTS

I wanted to give special thanks to the EM residents.  You guys really bore the brunt 
of this pandemic being the first ones to literally be exposed to all of these patients.  
Thank you ALL for everything you guys do!

From: Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine Residency



Thank you to:  Joseph Jeon, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for looking out for medical students and always being happy to teach 
and explain things. You are a great example of the type of resident (and physician) 
I want to be!

From: Medical Student, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Jade Elizabeth Norris, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you Dr. Norris for your constant dedication to the patients here in Family 
Medication. You are so amazing and you do it all with so much grace. We are truly 
Thankful For You!

From: Family Medicine, SAC SBC Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Angela Rabelhofer, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being an awesome resident and friend! 

From: Ecler Jaqua, Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Anne Oh, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being an awesome resident and friend! 

From: Ecler Jaqua, Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Emily Farias, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being an awesome resident and friend! 

From: Ecler Jaqua, Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Brian Huang, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being an awesome resident and friend! 

From: Ecler Jaqua, Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Marcus DeRanieri, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being an awesome resident and friend! 

From: Ecler Jaqua, Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Dr. Anna Wijatyk, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for always being there for your patients and being such a pleasure to 
work with. Even as your schedule gets busier and busier you still maintain that 
compassion. 

From: Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Drs. Wijatyk, Sonza, Pan, Wonoprabowo, Scherlie, 
Jeon, Norris, Frey, Genovez, Park, Huang, Perkins, FAMILY 
MEDICINE

Thank you for all you  do to keep us healthy and  safe this year is been a very 
difficult and emotional year because of  pandemic but i'm glad that i have the 
honor to work with a great  team and great Residents may god bless all of you 
always and keep us all safe 

From:  Sac SBC Family Medicine 



Thank you to:  Joshua Wendt, FAMILY MEDICINE

Josh, Thank you for your attention to detail, your enthusiasm for providing top 
quality care for patients and residents, and for your patience as we have faced new 
challenges!  I appreciate you!

From:  Katie L., Family Medicine 



Thank you to:  Stacey Bernardo, FAMILY MEDICINE

Stacey, Thank you for your calm leadership, your dedication to excellent care for 
our patients and residents, and your patience as we have faced many new 
challenges!  I appreciate you!

From:  Katie L., Family Medicine 



Thank you to:  Dr. Mock, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for all your hard work and having patience with us, and the breakfast 
burritos!

From:  Rocio O., Family Medicine Pod B



Thank you to:  FAMILY MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Thank you to all the family medicine residents for providing excellent care to our 
patients under less than excellent circumstances!  You are amazing people!

From:  Katie L., Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Dr. Perkins, FAMILY MEDICINE

thank you for your hard work, and all the good laughs in between our workflow 
makes are long days go by 

From:  Rocio O., Family Medicine Pod B



Thank you to:  Won Jin (Joseph) Jeon, FAMILY MEDICINE

Joseph, thank you for being such a positive person. Your amazing attitude helped 
carry the team in busy times and is something I will try to emulate going forward. 
:)

From:  Andrew Yoo, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Stephen Graber, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thanks for all of your helpful feedback during my sub-i! I It was fun getting to take 
care of patients with ya (and also watching Blown Away, lol)! :) 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Emily Farias, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Emily! Thanks for reminding me that our patients are human beings and that it's 
good to mourn when they pass. That and thanks for all your funny comments in the 
workroom, it was a blast!

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Lauren Quan, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Lauren! Thanks for your leadership, gentleness, and approachability - and for 
granting us with a chill week of FM-IPS by swatting away all the lame admits, 
haha. 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Josh Wendt, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Josh! Thanks for leading our IPS team with your majestic beard and positive 
attitude! I enjoyed getting to work with you! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Eric Bauer, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Eric! Thanks for looking out for my learning and being a chiiiiillll dude. It was 
fun working the FM IPS service with ya! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Stacey Bernardo, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Stacey! Thanks for having Pokemon sounds as your text message ringtones, 
haha. It was fun working with you on FM IPS! :)

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Lauren Mamaril, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hi Lauren! Thanks for being super helpful to me and Kevin during our first week at 
East Campus back in January! You are really positive and fun to work with! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Matthew Steinhaus, FAMILY MEDICINE

Hey Matt! Thanks for being friendly and welcoming to me and Kevin during our first 
week of FM IPS back in January! It was a lot of fun working with you! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Angela Rabelhoffer, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thanks for making breakfast for us that one time when you had that day off and I 
was on FM IPS so I got to reap the benefit of waffles! :)

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Won Jin Jeon, FAMILY MEDICINE

Yo Won Jin! Thanks for always being such a stellar role model and also resource 
for FMIG, and for me personally, over the years! It's always nice to see you around 
cuz you always vibe friendliness and calmness. Keep on inspiring, bro!

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Brandon Shumway, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you Brandon for teaching me a lot during my outpatient SACHS elective. I 
appreciated the opportunities to practice Spanish and hear your insights about the 
medical system. All the best as your continue on your journey!

From:  Adwoa Wiafe, MS4, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Joshua Wendt, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thank you for being super helpful while I was as SACHS! I appreciated the 
Spiritual care you give to your patients. All the best as you complete your training!

From:  Adwoa Wiafe, MS4, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  FAMILY MEDICINE RESIDENTS

I wanted to give a huge shout out to the entire Family Medicine residency!  You 
guys were incredible, stepping up to help out both at East Campus and at the VA!  
THANK YOU!!!

From:  Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine Residency



Thank you to:  Won Jin Jeon, FAMILY MEDICINE

Thanks for that one week of helping me out during inpatient Peds! I relied on you a 
lot, but thanks for being so nice about it! I really learned a lot from you! I also 
appreciated your positive demeanor and meaningful interaction with the patients! 
Thanks for everything that you do!

From:  Iris, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Won Jin Jeon, FAMILY MEDICINE

To my role model, my oppa, Dr. Jeon! Thank you so much for your dedication to 
serve. Your heart for people and God is really an inspiration to me! I’ve said this 
before, but if I can be anything like you as a doctor, I would be so happy! Thank 
you for being someone I can look up to, my whole life!! You make me so proud, and 
I know for certain that God is sooo proud of you. He is using you to further His 
kingdom. I love you! 

From:  Ye Jin Jeon, Student



Thank you to:  Renae Thomas, FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE 
MEDICINE

Thank you for everything you do and all of your hard work!!!

From:  Stacey Aramoni, LVN, Center for Health Promotion



Thank you to:  Renae Thomas, FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE 
MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do! Happy Resident Day. 

From:  Naomi E., Center for Health Promotion



Thank you to:  Leanna Wonoprabowo, FAMILY 
MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do! Happy Resident Day. 

From:  Naomi E., Center for Health Promotion



Thank you to:  FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
RESIDENTS

Thank you to all our FPM residents for stepping in to aid with our public health 
issues recently!  You are making a difference!

From:  Katie L., Family Medicine



Thank you to:  Jeremy Clay, FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE 
MEDICINE

It has been a delight meeting you and working with you during your LM rotation. I 
value and appreciate the multiple ways you have contributed to "Making Man 
Whole". May God continue to direct your path.

From:  Emilienne Watonsi, DNP, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
RESIDENTS

Thank you so much for all of your hard work during the pandemic! 

From:  Paulina Salcedo, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  FAMILY MEDICINE/PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
RESIDENTS

Thank you all for your help during the crazy COVID 19 pandemic!  Thank you for 
your generosity of spirit, flexibility and enthusiasm for our FPM program!  It will 
live on in the Plus One!

From:  Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  HEMATOLOGY & MEDICAL ONCOLOGY
FELLOWS

My deep appreciation for our division fellows, as the COVID crisis dragged on for 
more than one year; Tony, Curtis, Eric, Annie, Simmer, Michael, Alberto and Dan, 
you all have shown tremendous resilience, dedication, professionalism in 
conducting your day to day work.  I cannot thank you enough working with us.  I 
have confident that we will emerge from the crisis, and even stronger.   Please 
take care yourselves and family!! Best wishes

From:  CS Chen, M.D., Ph.D. , Division of Hematology and Medical 
Oncology



Thank you to:  Robert Chi, HOSPICE & PALLIATIVE MEDICINE

Hey Rob! Thanks for all the advice and wisdom you shared with me during my 
palliative elective (waaaay back), I really gleaned a lot from our conversations and 
was able to bring some of your advice to people in my friend group regarding that 
"wellness punnet square" and stuff like that! Glad I got to work with you! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Gerald Cox, MD, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you for your leadership on our recent MOD rotation together.  You displayed 
a model for interns and students, particularly in regard to patients who required an 
extra level of sensitivity and wholeness into the approach of their care.

From:  Mike C. Nguyen, DO, Internal Medicine



Thank you to:  Ahmed Aziz, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you so much for looking out for me and being so encouraging on CCU. You’re 
an awesome resident and are going to be a fantastic hospitalist.

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Ann Wang, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you Dr. Wang for your awesome primary care for your patients at SACHS. 
Follow up on labs/study and calling patients; we and the patients appreciate it!

From:  Donna Lien, IM/Anesthesia



Thank you to:  Lydia Zheng, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Lydia, you have helped so much with student education this year! Can't thank you 
enough for all you do to create an outstanding learning environment!

From:  Andy Wright, GI



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication. It  has been a very difficult year 
and we really appreciate all you have done .

From:  Cynthia Serabyn DO, Dermatology VA



Thank you to:  Dr. Jacksion Heilbronn, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you for your persistent, compassionate care of complex patients at SACHS!

From:  Donna Lien, IM/Anesthesia



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Residents are the backbone of the medicine service especially during COVID time! 
Thank you for your service 

From:  Dr. Vinutha Rajesh, Cardiology 



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Our residents have done an spectacular job during the pandemia, they have 
matured and were able to take care of end of life care that has not happened in the 
past. Proud of all of you

From:  Liset Stoletniy, MD, Cardiology 



Thank you to:  Mona Karim, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you, Mona, for being an awesome senior during my Sub-I. Hope you’re doing 
well and excited for your senior year. Best wishes! 

From:  David Deemer, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Thai Nguyen, INTERNAL MEDICINE

You were the best resident I’ve worked with in medical school. Friendly fun and 
super knowledgeable and you have an obvious curiousity and love for learning that 
is contagious. Thanks for being you!!

From:  Ben, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Sue Min (Sophia) Kwon, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hey! I hope you know that you are doing your best and are doing grrrrreat. ❤ Go, 
Suemin!

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Adeba Mohammad, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My two weeks on CCU with you were incredible, in no small part due to your 
enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident that a medical student wishes to work with, and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Derrick Cleland, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My week of inpatient IM during my Sub-I with you was incredible, in no small part 
due to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're 
exactly the type of resident that a medical student wishes to work with, and hopes 
to one day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Kate Mower, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My two weeks of CCU with you were incredible, in no small part due to your 
feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly the type of resident that a medical 
student wishes to work with, and hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Sahib Grewal, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My week of inpatient IM during my Sub-I with you was incredible, in no small part 
due to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're 
exactly the type of resident that a medical student wants to work with, and hopes 
to one day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Jaime Rudyk, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My week of inpatient IM with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident that a medical student wants to work with, and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Kelli Kam, INTERNAL MEDICINE

The LLUMC IM program rocks, in no small part due to your cheerfulness, 
encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the type of resident 
a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Sophia Kwon, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My two weeks of CCU with you were incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Stacey Lumabao Bernardo, INTERNAL MEDICINE

My week of OBGYN with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Hope family medicine is going well! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Esther Chong, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Esther! Thanks for incorporating us students as part of the team, and being an 
awesome senior! It was super fun working with you and I appreciated your 
positivity and chill energy! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Timothy Kokanovich, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Timothy! Thanks for being super friendly to me - always throwing out teaching 
points and involving me in conversations during our palliative elective waaaay
back! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Matthew Gebre, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Matt! Thanks for being super willing to teach us med students and just being 
excited about learning in medicine. It was fun going over cardiac stuff with you 
during CCU!

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Lindsay Lim, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Lindsay! Thanks for being an awesome senior and for all of the positivity and 
light you bring to the team, especially on a rotation like MICU! :)

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Muntarin Karim, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Mona! Thanks for all the energy and passion to learn that you brought to the 
MICU, it was really hype working with you! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Emily Lin, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi Emily! Thanks for your guidance in the MICU, teaching me how to present on 
rounds and all! I appreciate your drive to engage us, and your passion for 
procedures!

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Payush Chatta, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi!! Thank you for being such an amazing doctor, teacher, and person. I was so 
scared to go on medicine rotation third year and I'm so glad it was with you. You 
never made me feel small, stupid, or like I didn't know what I was doing (even 
though I for sure didn't). I hope you're getting some rest after a super stressful 
year. Thank you for being amazing!

From:  Alexis Carnduff, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

A huge Thanks to all residents especially those who helped during Covid surge , for 
their incredible perseverance and hard work!

From:  Leena Sahay/Hospitalist, Internal Medicine 



Thank you to:  Kathia Cordero-Caban, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Through your kindness, displayed not only to patients but everyone on the team, 
you remind us of the physician we want to be. You were always willing to teach, to 
say a kind word, and to show love to those on your team. Thanks for being a bit of 
sunshine on what can feel like a dark journey. 

From: Kristoff Foster, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Hannah Lokos, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for showing what it means to take care of the whole patient even in the 
midst of difficult working conditions. Thank you for inspiring colleagues and 
medical students to take the time to explain to patients and families what is 
happening to their loved one in times of crisis. Thank you for rocking all the 
Christmas decorations.

From: Joyce McRae, SOM 



Thank you to:  Vivek Shah, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for showing what it means to take care of the whole patient even in the 
midst of difficult working conditions. Thank you for inspiring colleagues and 
medical students to take the time to explain to patients and families what is 
happening to their loved one in times of crisis. Thank you for rocking all the 
Christmas decorations.

From:  Jayaram Chandrasekar, Internal Medicine 



Thank you to:  Jay Hwang, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for being amazing :) 

From:  Kris + Esther, MS4 



Thank you to:  Kelli Kam, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

It was fun realizing how may mutual friends we have! Thank you for making CCU 
rotation fun! :)

From:  Kris + Esther, MS4 



Thank you to:  Sophia Kwon, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for being such a loving and caring person! You are doing great! Keep 
being awesome, as you always are!

From:  Esther Choi, MS4, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Jerome De Vera, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

One of the best residents I've ever worked with!  I appreciate the great care you 
put into your very difficult patient panel!  You are definitely a physician I would let 
take care of my friends and family!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Esther Cha, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

I'm going to miss working with you in clinic next year--it's been my privilege to 
work with you and care for patients with you for the last three years!  You're a 
wonderful physician!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Sandy Lee, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for your work ethic, clinical skills, and your excellent patient care these 
last three years.  I am always impressed by your positive attitude and dedication 
to our patients.  We will all miss you next year in continuity clinic!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Hannah Lokos, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Hannah - you are a wonderful addition to our continuity clinic and I'm so privileged 
to work with you.  Our patients are in capable, caring hands!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Kathleena D'Anna, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Kathleena, it's been great working with you in clinic.  Thank you for your hard 
work and positive attitude.  You take great care of your patients and I really 
appreciate you.

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Michael Lee, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for all you do for our patients in continuity clinic.  You're an excellent 
physician and I enjoy working with you very much!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  Zach Hanson, INTERNAL MEDICINE 

Thank you for being a great addition to our continuity clinic family--I look forward 
to the next couple of years.  Thank you for the excellent care you give our patients!

From:  Amy Schill, Internal Medicine, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

A HUGE thank you to all of the Internal Medicine residents!!!  What you guys have 
done to band together is just incredibly inspirational!!  You guys are AMAZING!! I 
am so proud and humbled to be your program director!!

From:  Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

You all have contributed tremendously during this pandemic. I wanted to thank 
each one of you on your effort and dedication to our pateints and the institution. 
Thank you. 

From:  Patricia Dang, Internal Medicine



Thank you to:  Jason Elperin, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Thank you for being such a hard working, enthusiastic, and dedicated to great 
patient care. 

From:  Kristin Carr MD, Infectious Diseases



Thank you to:  Sophia Kwon, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Dr. Kwon! :) You are an inspiration! From your blog stories to seeing how hard 
you're working through the pandemic, you've taught me and made me think about 
what kind of doctor I aspire to be. Thank you, Sophia! Even as an intern you are 
making a difference!! 

From:  Esther Jeon, Student 



Thank you to:  Sophia Kwon, INTERNAL MEDICINE

Hi. I know it's been tough, but know that you are so appreciated by so many and a 
huge inspiration to me. Even during these hard times, thanks for being a positive 
force in my life as well as the lives of the patients you serve and treat! Love ya!

From:  Iris, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Justin Calvert, INTERNAL MEDICINE/ANESTHESIA

Thank you for your many years participating in the Graduate Medical Education 
Committee and Resident Forum.  You have been a valued and dependable member 
of these groups and we want to thank you sincerely for taking part.

From:  Marilyn Houghton, Graduate Medical Education Office



Thank you to:  Adriana Bumb, INTERNAL MEDICINE/ANESTHESIA

My week of nights during my Sub-I with you were incredible, in no small part due 
to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident that a medical student wishes to work with, and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Justin Calvert and Michael Douglas, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/ANESTHESIA

I really appreciate your thoughtfulness and dedication to helping 2 residency 
training programs.  And how conscientious you are to your fellow colleagues.

From:  Anesthesiology Faculty



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE/ANESTHESIA RESIDENTS

I wanted to thank all of the combined IM-Anesthesia residents!  I really appreciate 
all that you guys do!  You were incredibly helpful during this pandemic!  Thank you 
for everything you guys do!

From:  Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine



Thank you to:  Meghna Bhatter, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Meghna, thank you for being a willing mentee.  I thank you for all your hard work 
and willingness to put up with me!  I appreciate all that you do and all that you will 
become.

From:  Kay Chea, MD, Med/Peds



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Steven! I just typed a message for Hira & I knew I definitely had to send a thank 
you card to next. I really appreciate all of the advice that you shared with me, as 
well as the snacks! I hope you are doing well. 

From:  Sam Harris, MD, SOM



Thank you to:  Meghna Bhatter, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Meghna! Thank you for taking such great care of your patients especially during 
these COVID times!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Mike Diatte, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Mike, Dr. Diatte, NinjaMD! Whatever you are going by these days, we appreciate 
how thoroughly you care for your patients all while keeping a calm demeanor.

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Amie Patel, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Amie, thank you so much for providing amazing care to your patients. We are glad 
you are part of our peds fam!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Sophie Sun, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Sophie, thank you so much for taking great care of your patients! We also enjoyed 
our instagram crossover with Luke the Lion :)

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Victor Nekrasov, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Victor, thank you so much for the care you provide to both adult and peds patients! 
We are lucky to have you! 

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Bobae Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Bobae, thank you so much for the care you provide to your patients! We appreciate 
you advocating for both patients and staff during difficult situations.

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Francesca Paterno, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Francesca, thank you so much for taking great care of adult and peds patients! We 
are glad you are part of the peds family.

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Juliette Personius, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Juliette, we appreciate how well you take care of your patients! 

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Doug Wang, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Doug, thank you for the care you provide to your patients and congrats on 
becoming a dad!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Steven, we appreciate the care you provide to your patients! We are grateful to 
have you in the program!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Jasmine Santana, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Jasmine! Thank you for taking great care of your patients! We are happy you are 
part of the peds fam!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Elaine Vos, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Elaine! Thank you for the care you provide to both adults and peds patients! We 
appreciate you!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Constanza Burciaga-Calderoni, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Constanza! Thank you for your dedication to excellent patient care! You are tiny 
but fierce! 

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Daniel Joe, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Daniel, thank you so much for taking awesome care of your patients! We also 
appreciate your calm and cool attitude.

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Srishti Nayak, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Sri! Thank you for always fiercely advocating for your patients! You're going to 
make an amazing adult cardiologist!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Jessica Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Jessica, thank you for the excellent care you provide to your patients and for being 
a voice for residents during our PEC meetings!

From:  Peds Chiefs, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Meghna Bhatter, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Meghna! Thank you for being such a wonderful resident. I'm so glad you're a 
part of our family here. It's always great to see you stop by the office... usually for 
food and not me, but i'm not hurt about it or anything (tears up). Thank you for 
dedicating your career to saving the adults and little humans. It's people like you 
who are inspirational to me. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Jasmine Santana, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Dr. Santana! I wanted to thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to 
say hi to me in the hallway! But I also appreciate your advice and unique insight as 
well!

From:  Christopher Galley, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Doug Wang, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Doug, thank you for your willingness to learn and to also teach others what you 
have learned. I appreciate how level-headed you are about so many things both 
inside and outside medicine. Your thoughtfulness is also evident in all that you do. 
Keep up the good work in the Lord!

From:  Andrew Wai, Med-Peds



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS RESIDENTS

Thank you all for your hard work.  I am truly honored to be working with all of you 
and appreciate being part of this family!

From:  Kay Chea, MD, Med/Peds



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hello Steven, Thank you for being very helpful while I was working with you on my 
ED rotation. I appreciated that you looked out for learning opportunities for me 
while on service as well as interview advice. All the best as you continue in your 
training!

From:  Adwoa Wiafe, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Jessica Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Jessica, thank you so much for all your hard work. You care for patients with 
thoroughness and excellence and your work is infused with a depth of knowledge 
that is commendable.  Thank you for instilling care into all that you do! I'd pick you 
to be my doctor any day.

From:  Leanna Lee, Med-Peds



Thank you to:  Bobae Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Bobae, Thank you for all your hard work. I really appreciate the heart you bring to 
your work - a heart that not only seeks to physically care for your patients but one 
that longs to address the whole person.  Thank you for infusing your work with so 
much care and striving for excellence!

From:  Leanna Lee, Med-Peds



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS RESIDENTS

Thank you to all of the Med-Peds residents for what you do every single day!  
Thank you to those who were willing to help out during this pandemic even when 
you were on a Peds rotation!  You guys rock!!!

From:  Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine



Thank you to:  Elaine Vos, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Dr. Vos, We appreciate your positive attitude, incredible work ethic and the way 
you always go the extra mile for your patients and families.  Thank you for your 
teamwork and always offering to help others!

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Sophie Sun, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you Sophie for all the fun energy and sass you bring to our program. You are 
an amazing senior, teacher, and physician and a great example to the students and 
other residents. We appreciate all the great care you provide to our patients!

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Amie Patel, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for always having such a great attitude. We appreciate your 
thoughtfulness as well as your skill and efficiency in patient care!

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Bobae Lee, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for always having such a positive attitude. We appreciate the excellent 
care that you provide to all your patients! 

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jasmine Santana, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you so much for always being so thoughtful and kind. We appreciate all the 
excellent care that you provide to all your patients! Keep up the good work!

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Lina Constanzo, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for kindness! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your positive attitude! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Jasmine Santana, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your support! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Elaine Vos, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being a team player! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Bobae Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your support and hard work. I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Daniel Joe, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for modeling the qualities that make a great senior resident for your 
ward team. You did a wonderful job on Team A this year providing consistent 
education and leadership throughout the month. Your hard work made our jobs 
easier and you are ready to take the next step to becoming a great Med/Peds
attending.

From:  Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Francesca Paterno, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for all your hard work. I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Juliette Personius, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your Kindness! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Douglas Wang, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such a great team player! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Meghna Bhatter, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your kindness! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Amie Patel, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for your positive attitude! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Sophie Sun, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such a great organizer! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Victor Nekrasov, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you four support! I appreciate you!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Constanza Burciaga Calderoni, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such an amazing MP Chief this year!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Srishti Nayak, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such an amazing MP Chief this year!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Daniel Joe, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such an amazing MP Chief this year!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Michael Diatte, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such an amazing MP Chief this year!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Jessica Kim, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for being such an amazing MP Chief this year!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS RESIDENTS

Thank you all for being HEALTHCARE HEROES! The sacrifices you have made do not 
go unnoticed. We See You!!!!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Constanza Burciaga Calderoni, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Connie! I'm so glad that you're a part of our family here. You're such a great 
person with a wonderful personality. I can't begin to thank you and the Med/Peds
group for being so accepting of me. I can't wait to see what the future holds for 
you. I know that the adults and little humans are in great hands with you as their 
physician. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Lina Costanzo, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Lina! I'm so glad you came and joined our family here. You always have such a 
wonderful smile whenever I see you and that's definitely a great thing to see. I'm 
so glad you and Justin have gotten to adventure around California. Thank you for 
everything you do and for working so hard. I know that this past year hasn't been 
easy whatsoever but its people like you that make our job well worth it.

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Michael Diatte, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Mike! You're such a great physician. I'm so thankful that the med-peds family 
welcomed me as I invaded ya'lls space. I know that the kids and adults are in 
wonderful hands under your care. I hope you've been enjoying paternity leave. You 
and the wife make the cutest kiddos. Thank you for all you do and for working so 
hard, especially during the crazy past year that we've been having. It's people like 
you that make this job worth it. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Daniel Joe, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Daniel! You are such an awesome physician. I can't thank you and the med-peds
family for accepting me when I started working here. It made this job so much 
easier. I know that this year has been so chaotic with so much going on, but you've 
been killing it! Seeing you work hard as a doctor with baby A is such an inspiration. 
You're so close to being finished! I can't wait to see what the future holds for you. 
Your patients will be lucky to have you as their doctor!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Elaine Vos, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Elaine! I'm so glad you came to Loma Linda and joined our family! Not only you, 
but you, the hubs, and your dog...especially your dog. I know that your intern year 
has been a whirlwind, but i'm so proud of you for pushing through. Thanks for 
dedicating your care to the adults and the kiddos. I know they're in good hands 
under your care. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Srishti Nayak, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Sri! I'm so proud of you for matching into a fellowship! I'm also proud of your 
husband too! You two are going to be amazing! I know you have had a crazy 3rd 
and 4th year with the pandemic but you've been doing such a great job pushing 
through. You are incredibly intelligent, diligent, empathetic, ambitious, caring, 
inspiring, and a great leader. You are going to continue doing great things, and 
again, i'm so proud of you! Thank you for all your dedication, and advocating for 
the kiddos, adults, and families. You are such a wonderful part of our family. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Victor Nekrasov, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Hi Vic! Even though you reject my food, I still think you're a decent person. Just 
kidding. Thank you for working so hard during this crazy pandemic. I know that 
both sides, medicine and peds, have been crazy, but thank you for working so hard 
to care for these patients. If you need anything at all, i'm here. Thanks for all that 
you do!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Francesca Paterno, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for all the excellent care you give to all of your patients. We appreciate 
all of your hard work and "can do" attitude! Even though we don't get to work with 
you as often, it is always great when you come back to the peds side!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Juliette Personius, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for always being so positive and such a hard worker. We appreciate all 
the excellent care you give to our patients. Even though we don't get to work with 
you as often, it is always great when you come back to the peds side!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Sophie Sun, INTERNAL MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

HI Soph! Thank you for being such a wonderful person all around. You have such 
wonderful leadership qualities and are so intelligent. Thank you for being so 
welcoming when I started working here. And, also, thank you for coming up with 
Rachel's Café! You genius, you!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency 



Thank you to:  Francesca Paterno, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for all the excellent care you give to all of your patients. We appreciate 
all of your hard work and "can do" attitude! Even though we don't get to work with 
you as often, it is always great when you come back to the peds side!

From:  Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Juliette Personius, INTERNAL 
MEDICINE/PEDIATRICS

Thank you for always being so positive and such a hard worker. We appreciate all 
the excellent care you give to our patients. Even though we don't get to work with 
you as often, it is always great when you come back to the peds side!

From:  Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Kurt Cicilioni, INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY

Thank you for being a such a supportive Kuya

From:  Adrianne, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Jennifer Perry, NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE

Thank you for always being so helpful. You are so quick and informative when I 
have had questions. I greatly appreciate your kindness and positive attitude. Many 
Blessings to you and your family!!

From:  Rhonda Simpson, Dept. of Neonatology



Thank you to:  Luis Rivera, NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE

Luis - You have always went above and beyond in helping me in the office. You are 
always positive and happy. Your smile is contagious. Thank you for being you! 

From:  Rhonda Simpson, Dept. of Neonatology



Thank you to:  Keren Gentsler, NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE

Your enthusiasm for learning and zest for life make working with you like a sparkly 
rainbow. 

From:  Adrian Lavery, Neonatology



Thank you to:  NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE FELLOWS

Thank you for all your exceptional work. I am proud of you. Thank you for your 
hard work. You are all exceptional doctors.

From:  Doug Deming, Neonatology/Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Vonita Chawla, NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE

Just wanted to say "thank you" and "great work" for all you've done. You are now 
more than 50% complete with your training! Keep it up, I know great things are in 
store for you.

From:  Peter Jung, Neonatology



Thank you to:  Beverly Lauw, NEONATAL-PERINATAL MEDICINE

Dr. Lauw,  I've always been impressed with how kind, thoughtful, and intelligent 
you are.  You never hesitate to extend yourself to help anyone around you.  I 
admire the way you make real connections, and have the ability to put your 
patients and families at ease, and they all see how much you really care.  I still 
can't comprehend how so much "sweet" and "smart" can fit in one person, but 
you've figured it out.  i'm so grateful you are here for fellowship, and hopefully our 
paths will continue to cross. 

From:  Michelle Loh, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  James Yoon, NEPHROLOGY

James, Your hard work and attention to detail do not go unnoticed! I have 
particularly appreciated your diligent and insightful work with your research 
project. Thank you for keeping the team focused and on track! Thank you too for 
the skills you have developed in doing nephrology procedures! We trust your 
judgment and excellence! I wish you success as you launch into your own practice 
this year. I envy your colleagues-to-be! 

From:  Jim McMillan, Nephrology Fellowship



Thank you to:  Olivia Orteza, NEPHROLOGY

Dear Olivia, Thank you for your Cheerful spirit that lifts us all up when you are 
around! Thank you for your dedicated care of your patients and the attention you 
pay to their needs. You have initiated a research project and your curiosity and 
eagerness to find new knowledge is refreshing! Thank you for your hard work on 
that as well. Blessings to you as you continue your fellowship!

From:  Jim McMillan, Nephrology Fellowship



Thank you to:  Ernesto Sequeira-Abarca, NEPHROLOGY

Dear Ernesto, I admire the unselfish spirit in which you care for your patients and 
share in carrying the work-load of the fellowship. Thank you for your generous 
willingness to work hard. I was impressed by your ability to handle overwhelming 
numbers of COVID patients, running their dialysis in the ICU while we were on 
service together in December! Your skill with procedures, your attention to details 
and your caring spirit are all much appreciated. Thank you for joining our 
nephrology fellowship! 

From:  Jim McMillan, Nephrology Fellowship



Thank you to:  Mita Co, NEPHROLOGY

Hi Mita! Thank you for your generosity, your kindness, and your authenticity. You 
are an amazing team player, leader and human being. 

From:  Lakshmi Ganesan, Nephrology



Thank you to:  James Yoon, NEPHROLOGY

Hi James! Thank you for your dedication. You show up each day with intention and 
purpose. Your calming presence creates a safe space for your teammates.

From:  Lakshmi Ganesan, Nephrology



Thank you to:  Ernesto Sequeira, NEPHROLOGY

Hi Ernesto! Thank you for being a steadfast friend. Your intelligence and deep 
thought shows you care about your patients and your team. You are an asset to all 
those around you!

From:  Lakshmi Ganesan, Nephrology



Thank you to:  Olivia Orteza, NEPHROLOGY

Hi Olivia! Thank you for showing up as your authentic self. Showing up as yourself 
is the mark of a great leader and team player because it creates opportunity for 
others to be themselves. And that's how we form enduring connections. Your 
honesty builds trust and your enthusiasm energizes those around you.

From:  Lakshmi Ganesan, Nephrology



Thank you to:  Mita Co, NEPHROLOGY

Thank you for volunteering to help with the Green Team in January 2021

From:  Melin Narayan, Nephrology



Thank you to:  Andrew Minwoo Song, MD, PhD, NEUROLOGICAL 
SURGERY

Thanks for looking out for med students like me and taking the time to teach even 
though you're super busy. You're cool and will be a fantastic neurosurgeon! :) 

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Vadim Gospodarev, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

My month of general surgery at the VA with you was incredible, in no small part 
due to your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're 
exactly the type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Dinesh Ramanathan, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

Thank you for always making time to teach, talk, and give good advice. :) Best 
wishes!

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Vadim Gospodarev, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

Thanks for being so kind and supportive, Vadim! You made neurosurgery rotation 
much better for me. :) Keep being awesome

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Marc Eastin, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

Thanks for taking the time to talk with me and for being supportive and getting me 
involved in things. :) You're awesome.

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Nelson Starkey, NEUROLOGY

Thank you so much for helping me out when I was an MS3 starting out my internal 
medicine experience at the VA. You were truly encouraging and helpful. It’s been 
great to see you in the hospital this year. Best of luck with your future plans. I’m 
glad you’re enjoying PGY-2.

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Vikas Ravi, NEUROLOGY

Thank you so much for showing me some of the ropes on NMCCS. You are truly a 
gentleman and a scholar- it would be an honor to have you as my senior if I end up 
at LLU for residency!

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Karthikeyan Bhuvaneswaran, NEUROLOGY

Thank you so much for showing me more about the science and art of 
neuromuscular medicine. I’m very much enjoying all of your great presentations 
on Friday mornings.

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Jen Darnell, NEUROLOGY

You’re awesome and you’re welcoming personality as a teacher and as a physician 
to their patient means so much. Thanks for all the hard work you do! Still very 
thankful to have been able to learn from you when I did inpatient.

From:  Laura Tobing, MS3, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Marc Nelson Starkey, NEUROLOGY

Hi Nelson! Thank you for being so kind to us students and helping us when we 
have to work with attendings. You’re a great resident all around and just wanted 
to thank you for all your hard work! 

From:  Laura Tobing, MS3, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  C. Alex Feng, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to excellent patient care and your own education

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  R. Carl Erickson, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to EBM care and system improvement

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  L. Elena Paul, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to EBM care and taking the time to explain care to 
patients to ensure they understand

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Erika Lan, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for excellent team leadership, inspiring junior learners, and devotion to 
always doing the right thing for patients.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Evan Gray, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your teaching of peers and investing in junior learners, and taking 
the time to talk to families.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Briana Moore, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for guiding your group in caring for each other and themselves, and 
setting an outstanding example of professionalism of taking care of self and 
patients.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Hasan Dawood, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your compassionate patient care and much time spent in resident 
recruitment.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Jason Wadibia, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to EBM care and advocacy for each patient you care 
for

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Jen Darnell, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for the excellent and compassionate care your provide, taking the extra 
few minutes to connect with patients.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  M Nelson Starkey, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your attention to detail in patient care, considering how each point 
of an evaluation impacts the care of the patient

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Kevin Loyola, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to EBM care of patients and building and sharing 
knowledge with your peers

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Brian Nguyen, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for using your outstanding communication skills to connect with 
patients, collaborate with other teams, and invite all team members to do their 
best for the outcome of the patient.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Selene Jamall, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your excellent teaching of peers and time spent in residency 
recruitment this year

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  X. Gary Guo, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your hard work and devotion to doing what is right for the patient.

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Colby Cevering, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your devotion to own education and teaching of peers

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  Vikas Ravi, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for your hard work and devotion to excellent patient care

From:  Neurology Program 



Thank you to:  NEUROLOGY RESIDENTS

Thank you for your sacrifice and hard work; I appreciate what you do. You will see 
sunshine and blue sky soon :) 

From:  M Dastjerdi, Neurology



Thank you to:  Nguyen, Brian, NEUROLOGY

Thank you Brian for always saying "I will take care of it, no problem", whenver I 
asked you to take care of a patient. You are solid. 

From:  Firas Bannout, Neurology



Thank you to:  Kevin Loyola, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for working hard all the time, particularly for doing the LP during your 
busy call shift for the young lady with IIH who was about to lose her vision 

From:  Firas Bannout, Neurology



Thank you to:  Colby Cevering, NEUROLOGY

Hey Colby! Thanks for being a super positive and super chill dude, I admire your 
work ethic and "team-player-ness" and just how you care about your patients!

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  NEUROLOGY RESIDENTS

We want to specifically recognize and thank our Neurology Residents for making 
our program strong, cohesive, and reliable. The level of professionalism required to 
provide excellence at a highly complex stroke and epilepsy center and different 
campuses is unrivaled. Thank you for caring for our patients, our colleagues,  and 
each other!

From:  Bryan Tsao, Neurology



Thank you to:  Briana Moore, NEUROLOGY

Thank you for taking initiative and going out of your way to make our weekend 
rounding at RUHS as efficient as possible yet with providing excellent care. I know 
you were working a long stretch in January as well and really enjoy and appreciate 
working together with you.

From:  Bryan Tsao, Neurology



Thank you to:  NEUROLOGY RESIDENTS

Neuro residents- y’all are absolutely awesome. Thanks for letting me hang out with 
you and being helpful when I swung by the call room with questions. I look 
forward to potentially joining your cohort this next year!

From:  Josh Edmondson, LLUSM



Thank you to:  Alicia Cryer, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Thank you for your attention to details and caring for our patients. 

From:  Peter Leung, OB/GYN



Thank you to:  OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY RESIDENTS

You are a smart and dedicated group of physicians...thank you all for your hard 
work everyday.

From:  Negar Hosseinifar, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Beverly Tse, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Thank you for taking the time to teach me. Thank you for pushing me to be the 
best that I could be on wards. You are very inspirational to me!

From:  Anonymous, LLUSOM Class of 2022



Thank you to:  OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY RESIDENTS

Dear Residents,  thank you for all that you do for our patients and medical students 
at LLU.  I look forward to working together to make our patient's quality of life 
better.  Your involvement in patient care is vital and it enhances the quality of 
patient care that we provide at LLUH.  Don't be fearful of your recent downturn in 
surgical volume. I believe that you will all get more surgical experience soon --in 
the next few months,  Regards

From:  Sam Siddighi, Gyn/Ob



Thank you to:  Priya Chakrabarti, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

I'm so glad that you matched with our team 3 years ago!!  I remember when we 
met down at RUHS when you were a medical student, and how impressed I was 
with you in just a few moments.  I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you here 
over the last 2 1/2 years, despite all that sass you give me :)!!  You're an 
exceptional human being and physician, and I hope there will be an opportunity for 
you to join our group after your training.  Ciao!  KB

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Maria Diaz, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Hey Dr. Diaz ... I'm told you're one of the residents.. Is that true?  :)  As much as I 
like to tease you, it has been very enjoyable getting to work with you more this 
year, and getting to know you better.  I've been very impressed with you from the 
start.  I'm so glad you ended up with us here despite some hard times at your 
other program.  You are exceptionally talented, and the world is a better place 
becasue of you and your care.  Thank you for all you do!

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Alicia Cryer, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Hey Dr. Cryer, I hate to say it, but I've really enjoyed working with you over the 
past several years!  You have done exceptionally well, and have made our family a 
brighter, more vibrent group.  It always makes me happy to hear your laughter and 
positive spirit when interecting with the rest of the team.  Thanks for being 
awesome!

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Lauren Sword, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Hey Dr. Sword, just wanted you to know how please I am that you've joined our 
OBGYN team here at LLUH.  Even though you didn't start off with us, it is obvious 
this is where you belong!  Thanks so much for your positive attitdude, your grace 
with patients, your teachability, and your warm, friendly camaraderie.  Wonderful 
to have you in our family!

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Kristiina Miller, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Hi Kristiina (was it KC?)  -- It was great meeting you last week in the OR.  So glad 
you've joined our team, and looking forward to working more with you over the 
next 3.5 years!  Welcome!

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Angela Mirzadeh, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Hi Angela, I guess we haven't yet met, but I'm very pleased to hear that you joined 
our OBGYN family.  Looking forward to working together over the next several 
years.  Welcome to Loma Linda!

From:  Kevin Balli, OBGYN



Thank you to:  Alex Thomas, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

My week of GynOnc with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Parker Murray, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

My week of low risk OBGYN with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you! PS: Sorry for robbing you of the correct pronunciation of your 
last name, dude! 

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Stephanie Larson, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

You. Are. A. CHAMPION. Every time I see you, my day improves... I can only 
imagine your patients feel the same way! Thanks for all you do! 

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Elena Luo Chan, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Thanks for sharing about your residency experiences on Facebook! Even though I 
never get to work with you ever, it's fun to read your reflections on how God is 
working in your life and your patient's lives, so I pray God would continue to bless 
you on this journey! 

From:  Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Nichole Baruth, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Thank you, Dr. Baruth, for your participation and helpfulness in support of our 
Residency Program Interviews this year. It is always a pleasure working with you, 
and your positive attitude is both welcoming and contageous. Thanks for being a 
super star!  Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Maria Diaz, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Diaz, thank you for your quick repsonses and follow-through on items needing 
them. It is a pleasure working with you and I appreciate your professionalism. 
Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Erica Medina, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr.  Medina, thank you for always completing required actions (you are usually the 
first one). I appreciate your responsiveness and your ability to complete your tasks 
quickly and without follow-up on my part. It is a pleasure working with you. 
Warmly, Eileen

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Jose Mercado, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Mercado, thank you for your help and dedication in support of this year's 
interview cycle. You were always prepared, took a hard look at the applicants, and 
offered thorough and insightful comments throughout the process. I appreciate 
your participation. Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Hannah Shehata, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Shehata, thank you for your willingness to volunteer and help out when the 
need arises. I appreciate your clear communications and support of your residents 
and our program. Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Michelle Wheeler, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Wheeler, thank you for always having a positive attitude and a pleasant 
demeanor. It is a pleasure working with you. Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Jessica White, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Thank you, Dr. White, for these six (6) years of pleasant interactions in support of 
your educational goal. Working with you is always a pleasure. I appreciate that 
your word is your bond, and you take care of actions needing to be done. I 
appreciate you and will miss you when you graduate. Warmly, Eileen 

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Priya Chakrabarti, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Chakrabarti, thank you for your help and support with the Residency Program 
interviews this year. I am thankful you were part of our team. Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Alicia Cryer, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Cryer, thank you for taking in the role of coordinating the pre-interview Zoom 
meetings. I know it was quite an undertaking and appreciate your time and effort 
also spent in support of the Resident Lounge on interview Day. I am thankful for 
you being part of our interview team. Warmly, Eileen :-)

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  Elena Chan, OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Dr. Chan, thank you for everything you do which includes completing your 
responsibilities with timeliness and grace, helping others, calling my attention to 
details needing my completion, and open communications. I appreciate all you do 
in the quiet manner that just gets things done right. Warmly, Eileen

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Academic Office



Thank you to:  OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

I know that I don't see you all very often but do know that I hear many great 
things about all of the hard work and care that each of you provide to our 
community. Thank you all for your hardwork, dedication, and selflessness!

From:  Daniel Corona, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Neumann, John  Brockmann, Dana De Kock, Edwin  
Ballard, Brian Wester, Yann  Toay, Dalton, 
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

thank you for  every thing you guys do 

From:  Occupational Medicine



Thank you to:  OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Dear OEM Residents, 2020 was a hard year. You have met this challenge with 
shining colors and each one of you has stepped up to contribute as much as you 
can. Occupational and Environmental Medicine Residency faculty sincerely 
appreciate all of your hard work, professionalism and commitment. We are very 
thankful to our chief resident John’s leadership during this period. 

From:  Akbar Sharip, MD, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Thank you so much for all of your hard work during the pandemic! 

From:  Paulina Salcedo, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Tiana Guillaume, OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

Dr. Guillaume, thanks for taking a moment to say thank you when I send out e-
mails. It is always nice to receive a reply acknowledging my e-mail was read. 
Warmly, Eileen

From:  Eileen Griego, Ob/Gyn Residency Program



Thank you to:  OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE RESIDENTS

Thank you for tackling COVID-19!  And for teaching our prev med residents.  We 
appreciate you all!

From:  Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  All resident in Occupational Medicine did great job 
& Residents from Preventive Medicine who helped us during the 
pandemic 

Dear Residents: We as attending in occupational medicine would like to thank you 
and commend you for such a great job during the pandemic, we were very busy 
but each one of you and your colleagues from preventive medicine who helped 
showed great responsibility and you rose to the occasion. We thank you and wish 
you all great future . 

From:  Haitham Juma, MD, Occupational/Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Dr. Bailey Shen, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Thank you for always being so caring to our patients and always trying to 
accommodate each one of them. you are awesome!!

From:  Mildred, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Dr. Enghelberg, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Appreciate you all greatly!

From:  Marilyn Sneyd, LLUEI



Thank you to:  Richard Kim MD, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Thank you Dr. Kim for being such a great resident; your smile always brings a 
smile on us. Glad you are here at LLEI!

From:  Ana Polanco - LLU Eye Institute - Academic Office



Thank you to:  John Pyun MD, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Thank you Dr. Pyun for being such a great resident; you are caring and friendly to 
everyone. We enjoy your visits at the academic office. 

From:  Ana Polanco - Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Nicholas Norton MD, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Thank you Dr. Norton for being such a great resident; you are caring and kind to 
everyone. We enjoy your visits at the academic office. 

From:  Ana Polanco - Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Dr. Soungmin Cho, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Hi Dr. Cho, we really appreciate having you as one of our mentors. You're so smart, 
kind, and inspiring! We hope to be as outstanding as you as you when we're 
residents. You are #goals!

From:  Your future ophtho co-residents, LLUSM 



Thank you to:  Dr. Charity Lee, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Dear Dr. Charity Lee, we're so lucky to have you in our department as one of our 
resident mentors. You're so dedicated and we're so thankful that you've gone 
above and beyond to help us in applying into this difficult specialty. We hope to be 
as outstanding as you, as future ophtho residents and mentors. :)

From:  Your future ophtho interns, LLUSM 



Thank you to:  Bea Palileo, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Hey Bea, thank you so much for taking time out of your busy schedule to talk to me 
about ophthalmology! I really appreciated the advice and I've been looking at 
eyeguru after you showed it to me. It's very helpful haha. Hope the rest of your 
intern year goes well and I look forward to working with you, either on research or 
as residents in the future!

From:  Matthew Shin, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Christina Lieu, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Christina!! Thank you so much for all your mentorship and really advocating for me 
as an ophthalmology applicant. I am so excited and thankful to be here at LLU for 
ophtho! And I’m super thankful for all your support, advice, and encouragement. 
You an awesome physician, ophthalmologist, mentor, and friend! I’m excited to 
work with you in the future 

From:  Jason Jia, SOM



Thank you to:  Parisah Moghaddampour, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Parisah, thank you so much for all of our hard work! You are such a great advocate 
fir your patients, an investor in your own learning - we love how you always 
provide references and justification for your “make it stick” questions and correct 
answers! Keep up the good work! 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Kayla Unsell, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Kayla, thank you so much for all your hard work! You are persistent and hard 
working. You are so kind and caring. Thank you for advocating for your patients!

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Richard Kim, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Richard, thank you so much for all your hard work! You are have a great 
knowledge base in ophthalmology and it shows! You are taking such amazing care 
of your patients- thank you!

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Nirali Shah, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Nirali, thank you for your hard work!! You are such a strong resident- we are lucky 
to have you in our program! You are hard working, consistent, kind and thirsty for 
knowledge! You handled consults like a seasoned pro!

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Alanna James, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Alanna, thank you so much for all your hard work! You are dedicated and diligent 
and we so appreciate your hard work! 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Ryan House, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Ryan, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for being a role model and for 
being willing to work outside of your comfort zone. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Julia Angkadjaja, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Julia, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for advocating for our patients 
and for being a leader this year. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  John Pyun, OPHTHALMOLOGY

John, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for always being willing to do 
any job you are asked to do. Thanks for watching out for your juniors residents. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Nicholas Norton, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Nicholas, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for being a leader to your 
junior residents. Thanks for giving great care to our patients. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Suzie Kazaryan, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Suzie, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for being a role model. Thanks 
for your positive attitude.

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Charity Lee, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Charity, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for persevering though some 
very tough times. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Andrew Sumnicht, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Andrew, Thank you for all of your hard work. Thanks for advocating for our 
patients. Thanks for being willing to help wherever you are needed. 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Robin Kuriakose, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Robin, thank you for all your hard work! We know how hard you are working and 
how much you care for your patients! We appreciate you so much!

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Christina Lieu, OPHTHALMOLOGY

Christina, thank you for all your hard work! You still hold the recurs for best 
suturing on a ruptured globe as a first year ( Khazaeni comment)! You are still 
maintaining that reputation as a second year resident! We appreciate you so much-
keep up the hard work! 

From:  Dr. Perea and Dr. Khazaeni, Ophthalmology



Thank you to:  Isaac Emerson Lowe, ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL 
SURGERY

Your hard work has not gone unnoticed by your peers, friends, and family.   Proud 
of your accomplishments 

From:  Paul Lui, Urology 



Thank you to:  Jay Saggu, ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

My month of general surgery at the VA with you was incredible, in no small part 
due to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're 
exactly the type of resident that a medical student wants to work with, and hopes 
to one day become! Thank you!

From:  Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY RESIDENTS

In this very strange time, thank you for stepping up to the plate, cross covering, 
being flexible, and making it easier for everyone else

From:  Danny Wongworawat, Orthopedic Surgery



Thank you to:  Peter Han, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

You are awesome!

From:  Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Gabriel Arom, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Thank you for always being extra thorough! It is ALWAYS very appreciated! 

From:  ENT faculty, Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Josh Park, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Thank you for your extra efforts at the VA this past rotation! It is much 
appreciated! 

From:  ENT faculty, Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Yohanan Kim, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

You've become a confident quick thinking senior! Keep up the great work! We all 
really appreciate it!

From:  ENT faculty, Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Ethan Frank, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

thank you for taking such wonderful care of our patients

From:  Brianna Crawley/Voice and Swallowing, Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Laura Bomze, OTOLARYNGOLOGY

thank you for taking such excellent care of our patients.  we will miss you!

From:  Brianna Crawley/Voice and Swallowing, Otolaryngology 



Thank you to:  Stuart Rammell, PAIN MEDICINE

Thanks for your hard work, dedication and patience throughout this challenging 
year. 

From:  Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R and Pain Medicine 



Thank you to:  Diep Vuong, PAIN MEDICINE

Thank you for your patience, flexibility, perseverance, hard work and constant 
enthusiasm. 

From:  Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R and Pain Medicine 



Thank you to:  Robert “Guy” Stump, PAIN MEDICINE

Thank you for your professionalism, cheerful spirit, hard work and flexibility this 
year. 

From:  Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R and Pain Medicine 



Thank you to:  Sarah Yoon, PAIN MEDICINE

Thank you for your hard work, leadership, patience and perseverance. 

From:  Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R and Pain Medicine 



Thank you to:  Eric Kim, PAIN MEDICINE

Thank you for your patient care, dedication and empathy during this pandemic. 

From:  Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R and Pain Medicine 



Thank you to:  PATHOLOGY RESIDENTS

We are so proud of all of your hard work, dedication to service and your 
enthusiasm. You all make practicing at LLUH a delight! 

From:  Anwar Sultana Raza, MD, Pathology 



Thank you to:  PATHOLOGY RESIDENTS

My Dearest Pathology Residents, Who would have thought when we did Thank a Resident Day 
a year ago, 2020 would have turned out the way it did. What a year, huh?!?!? But as I write 
this, it looks like we may finally be turning our back on the COVID-19 pandemic and hopefully a 
sense of normalcy will arrive shortly. But instead of dwelling on the past year, I want you all to 
know how grateful I am to be able to work with you all each and every day! Each and every 
one of you are special and bring valuable talents and abilities to our program. You have been 
amazingly gritty during COVID and it has not gone without notice. Your dedication to each 
other, this institution, and your patients is apparent. From the bottom of my heart, thank you 
all VERY MUCH! Here’s to a great 2021! Happy Thank A Resident Day! Dr. K

From:  Justin Kerstetter, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 



Thank you to:  Dr Billy Wang, PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE

Taking time on busy nights to do the  admission orders and H&P's for residents 

From:  Cynthia Tinsley, PICU



Thank you to:  PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE FELLOWS

I absolutely love you guys! This place just doesn’t function without you. And our 
patients and staff cannot thank you enough for your hard work, dedication to 
excellence, and pursuit of the greater good for every child. You can take care of my 
littles any time! 

From:  Katie Gregersen, PCCM



Thank you to:  Grant Perry, PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE 

Thanks so much for making sure that I got some exposure to neurosurgical critical 
care during my month on PICU; that was very thoughtful of you and made the 
rotation much more enjoyable. :) 

From:  Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Michael Giang, PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE 

Dr. Michael Giang, You are a well-rounded physician with exceptional skills.  I am 
so thankful that you were a part of our residency family, served as a chief resident, 
and are here for fellowship.  Thank you for caring so much about the educational 
experience of others, that you go above and beyond time and time again. I 
appreciate the mentorship and coaching you have provided, and the way you 
advocate for not only your patients, but for colleagues, residents and students.  
You always show up to serve, and I am so grateful to you. 

From:  Michelle Loh/Peds, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Michael Giang, PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE 

Thanks for being such a great colleague!

From:  Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Laura Goodman, PEDIATRIC SURGERY 

Dr. Goodman thank you for all you do for us. Looking forward to having you as a. 
partner soon

From:  Faraz And Andrei, Pediatric Surgery



Thank you to:  Laura Goodman, PEDIATRIC SURGERY 

Thank you for leading your team with excellence and compassion, for providing 
quality care to all the kiddos and for being willing to mentor and include medical 
students. It has been a pleasure working under and learning from you. Excited for 
your next chapter!

From:  Joyce McRae, MS4



Thank you to:  Kaivan Dadachanji, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks for making nursery week painless!

From:  Shaina Lodhi, NICU



Thank you to:  Diamreyan Ochuko, PEDIATRICS 

Ochuko! I just wanted to thank you so much for looking out for me when I was on 
Newborn Nursery & for all the great advice you give! I really appreciate the 
encouragement that you offered when I talked to you about my plans for 
residency. We need more great mentors like you!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Hira Haq, PEDIATRICS 

Hira! Omg I hope you are doing well! I really appreciate you and Steven for helping 
me survive my sub-I on team B. You are truly an inspiration from the way you care 
for patients, and the rest of the team. I hope that when I start residency I can be 
just like you!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Candace LeFlame, PEDIATRICS 

Candace! You are truly one of my favorite residents. You have such a great spirit 
and you are really fun to be around. Thank you so much for all of the teaching and 
the encouragement and for just being you!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Cynthia Olatunji, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Cynthia. I hope that you are doing well. I just wanted to tell you that I really 
think you are doing a great job & I really enjoyed my time working with you. I 
remember when we were on nights, and you had to deal with the Mom who kept 
wanting the nurse to page because she was concerned her daughter was having a 
seizure. That was a tough time, but you showed me how to handle a difficult 
situation with grace. Again, thank you & I hope your family is doing well!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Kristofer Vance, PEDIATRICS 

Vance! What can I say. I’ve learned so much from you each time that I work with 
you and I can tell that you really care about educating us. I appreciate all of the 
knowledge and advice you share!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

Brittany! You are by far one of the kindest people I have ever worked with. I really 
appreciate how you cared for Neera and I when we were on PICU. Even when we 
had the tough NAT cases; I could always count on you to check in on us and see 
how we are doing. I know you are going to be amazing at Forensic Pediatrics & I 
wanted to let you know that you are doing an amazing job!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Shivani! Being on nights was such an enjoyable experience with you and Alfonso. 
You are really created a safe environment for AJ and I to learn, ask questions, and 
present our ideas. I wanted you to know that I think you are doing an amazing job!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Daniel Dobroskay, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Daniel. I’m not sure if you remember me but I was your MS1 when you were a 
MS3 on OB/Gyn. Fast forward a couple of years, and I was the sub-I student that 
kept paging you and Diane when you guys were on ID! Thank you so much for 
always responding to my questions and for not getting annoyed with me. We 
definitely need more residents like you!

From:  Sam Harris, SOM



Thank you to:  Lexi Barajas Terrones, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Lexi, Thank you for all the hard work and dedication you've shown with the 
patients. You're a great teacher to our interns and students. Keep it up!

From:  Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Chelsey Bithell, PEDIATRICS 

Chelsey - thank you for always providing excellent, thoughtful care to your wards 
patients!

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Liana Apolis, PEDIATRICS 

Liana - Thank you for always providing thoughtful and diligent care to your wards 
patients with a positive attitude!

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Carolyn Ferlic, PEDIATRICS 

Carolyn - Thank you for being a proactive and present senior, providing not just 
solid patient care but great support for the interns!

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Diane Kelly, PEDIATRICS 

Diane - Thank you for your hard work and diligence as WAMO, ensuring our 
patients are safe not just on admission but well after they arrive too!

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Shawn Sedgh, PEDIATRICS 

Shawn - It has been a great pleasure and honor to be your faculty mentor and see 
you grow over the years. Proud of the pediatrician you have become!

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Arvy Wuysang, PEDIATRICS 

Arvy - Thank you for always providing thoughtful, diligent care to our patients! It 
has been a pleasure to see you grow your clinical skills and bedside manner.

From:  Emily Wong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Eric Allen, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Eric! I want to say thank you for being such a wonderful resident. You have such 
a great attitude and I know there's a good chance i'll be laughing when you come 
in. Thanks for saving the little humans lives. I'm so glad you're a part of our family 
here. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  Midian Ambo, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Midian! Thank you for being such a great resident. Although I haven't seen you 
come into the office much lately, I know you're working hard. I hope I get to see 
your wonderful smile soon! I'm so glad you're a part of our family. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  Liana Apolis, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Liana! Thank you for being a wonderful resident and dedicating your career to 
helping and saving the little humans lives. You are so sweet and always show a 
smile on your face. I'm so glad you're a part of our pediatric family. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  Suraj Batish, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Suraj! Thank you for being a wonderful resident. I'm so glad that you have been 
a part of our residency program and family. I know you're probably excited to be 
moving on from here and onto the next step of your career. The little kiddos will be 
lucky to have you as their doctor!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  Alexis Barajas Terrones, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Lexi! Thank you for being such a wonderful resident. I love your colorful scrubs 
that you wear. Sometimes seeing all those gray, black, and blue scrubs can be dull. 
Just kidding. I'm so grateful that you are a part of our pediatric family. Thanks for 
dedicating your career to saving and helping the little kiddos' lives. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  Chelsey Bithell, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Chelsey! I'm so glad you were matched to our program. It's been so nice having 
you here knowing that you're growing as a physician. Thank you for dedicating 
your career to helping and saving the little kiddos' lives. I hope your meal planning 
is going well. If not ... junk food is wonderful too and I full support that. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatrics Residency



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Appreciate all of you

From:  Pediatric Nephrology Team, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Thank you to all the residents you rotate on the PICU rotation.  Your dedication to 
the children and their families makes a impact on their lives.  You are an integral 
part of the care of the division.  We appreciate the empathy and compassion you 
show to children who are critically ill. 

From:  Cynthia Tinsley on behalf of the Division of Pediatric 
Critical Care, PICU



Thank you to:  Julianne Bullock, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Julianne! Thank you for being such a wonderful resident. I'm so glad you're part 
of our program. You're such a sweet person, and I know those kiddos are in good 
hands with you. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

Jo! Thank you so much for being such a wonderful resident. I love it when i see you 
in the office from time to time! Even though you were included in my Women 
Physician's day, yes, one day I know i'll say you're one of my favorite attendings. 
Thank you for all you do. I'm so glad you're part of this pediatric family!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

Hi BrittBritt! You are the cutest, sweetest, person ever. I love seeing you around, 
and I'm so glad you're part of our family here. You're such a joy to be around. 
Thank you for everything you do!! 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Peter Chun, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Peter! I'm so glad you joined our residency family here. You've been doing a 
great job, and I know you'll continue to be a great physician. Thank you for 
everything that you do for the kiddos. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Tina Cifuentes, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Tina! I'm so glad that you joined the pediatric family! You're such a wonderful 
person to see, and I love seeing the pictures of your baby! Thank you for 
everything you do. You're amazing!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Robert Cole, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Robbie! Thank you for being such a wonderful resident. You have been doing an 
amazing job, and I know you'll continue to grow. Thank you for having such a 
great spirit whenever you come into the office. I know all those little kiddos are in 
good hands with you as their physician.

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Vantel Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always being there when you're needed. Thank you for not only 
always taking the time to listen, care for, and show patience for your patients, but 
with the staff as well. I've enjoyed all of our laughs and good times. Wherever you 
decide to go after graduation, I know your patients will have a superstar of a 
pediatrician. You're phenomenal. 

From:  Kyshani Thomas, SACHS Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Sprina Shen, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Shen, Just a little note to say Thank you for all you do! You are appreciated 
more than you know. 

From:  Maribel Garcia LVN, SAC Health System Pediatric 
Department



Thank you to:  Allyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for a wonderful senior. The amount of care and support that 
you showed the team was amazing. :)

From:  Andrew Yoo, Pediatric



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

To all our amazing pediatric residents: Thank you for all that you do for the 
children in our region! Your tireless, thoughtful care truly counts in keeping these 
children healthy so they can live to their full potential in all aspects (physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual).  Keep up the good work and keep advocating for 
this vulnerable population!

From:  Wonha Kim, Pediatric



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Thank you to the General Pediatrics Residents!  I am always inspired by their 
resilience this past year and their dedication to learning, teaching, and excellent 
patient care!  Couldn't ask for a better group of residents to spend time with in 
clinic at SAC! 

From:  Cindy Sihotang, General Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Thank you to the General Pediatrics Residents!  I am always inspired by their 
resilience this past year and their dedication to learning, teaching, and excellent 
patient care!  Couldn't ask for a better group of residents to spend time with in 
clinic at SAC! 

From:  Cindy Sihotang, General Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Eric Allen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Eric for always having a great attitude and always smiling. Also for 
working hard in order to provide great care to our pediatric patients! You are 
awesome. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Midian Ambo, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Midian for always having an amazing attitude and for wearing awesome GI 
related costumes for Halloween. You're the best!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Dev Singhvi, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Dev for always having an amazing attitude and being such a great player. 
Thanks for also introducing us to the healthier lifestyle of vegetarianism (sorry 
that most of us failed the challenge)... We appreciate you and all you do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Ochuko Diamreyan, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Ochuko for always going above and beyond to provide great care for 
your patients and their families. Also thanks for being such a great team player! 
You're awesome and we appreciate all you do. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Ernie Flores, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Dr. Flowers for your amazing presentation on how to be wise with our 
money! Thanks for also working so hard to provide great care for our pediatric 
patients and thinking of ways that we can improve. You are so awesome Dr. 
Flowers!!! We appreciate all you do. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Chelsey Bithell, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Chelsey for working so hard! We see all your efforts!!! You're so great 
and we appreciate all you do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Liana Apolis, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Liana for providing such great care for your patients and for always being 
so positive. You're awesome and appreciate you! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Peter Chun, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Peter for always working so hard in order to provide amazing care to our 
pediatric population and their families. We appreciate all you do!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Heidi Duarte, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Heidi for going above and beyond in order to provide amazing care for 
your patients and their families. You work so hard to make sure your patients are 
receiving the best care possible and we appreciate you! You're awesome!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Tanya Gentry, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Tanya for always having a positive attitude and provide great care for 
our patients. We appreciate all you do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Karin Kuusisto, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Karin for always having a great attitude and for all your hard work in 
providing care to our pediatric patients. Also thank you so much for volunteering to 
talk to our applicants during interview season :) You are awesome and we 
appreciate you! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Candace LeFlame, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Candace for always working so hard to provide great care to our 
patients! Also thank you for having an amazing attitude and always having a smile 
on your face. We appreciate all you do!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Bobae Kim, PEDIATRICS 

Bobae, thank you for passionately advocating for your patients always. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Vincent Yoro-Bacay, PEDIATRICS 

Vince, thank you for your work on the flu QI project and being a great in-year chief 
to the PCT residents!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Kaivan Dadachanji, PEDIATRICS 

Kai, thanks for always keeping things fun with your smile and sense of humor! We 
are lucky to have you as part of our peds fam.

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Maryann Davies, PEDIATRICS 

Maryann, thank you so much for being a great in-year chief to the PCT residents! 
The residents are lucky to have you continue on as a chief next year. Also, you 
rocked that western conference Q&A back in the fall!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Chennelle Thomas, PEDIATRICS 

Chennelle, thank you so much for the care you provide your patients! You care so 
deeply for them. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Dr. Smith, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always being so awesome to work with and being so kind! Your the 
best!!!

From:  Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Dr. Shen, PEDIATRICS 

You already know your amazing! Your one of a kind my friend. Never change!! 
Thanks for your energetic personality it makes my day!!

From:  Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Dr. Chow, PEDIATRICS 

You are an absolute pleasure to work with!! Your hugs are the best!

From:  Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Dr. Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your amazing sense of humor! You put a smile on my face and I 
appreciate that!!! You are the best!!!

From:  Gadira Graciano, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Anh Rebhan, PEDIATRICS 

Anh, thank you for always being so sweet and positive! We also appreciate you and 
your family joining our virtual evening sessions with applicants!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Kris Roxas, PEDIATRICS 

Kris, thank you for the care that you provide to our peds patients! We are grateful 
you are part of our program!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Genesis Zamora, PEDIATRICS 

Genesis, thank you for taking great care of your patients! We appreciate you!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Tina Cifuentes, PEDIATRICS 

Tina, you amaze us with how you balance being a mom and being a great doctor! 
You make it look easy!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Carolina Olavarry, PEDIATRICS 

Carolina, thank you for taking great care of your patients! We are glad to have you 
in the program!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Krystal De La Rosa, PEDIATRICS 

Krystal, thank you for the care you provide to your patients! We are grateful to 
have you in the peds fam!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Menaga Shanmugam, PEDIATRICS 

Menaga, thank you for taking great care of your patients! We are blessed to have 
you in our program!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Lina Costanzo, PEDIATRICS 

Lina, thank you so much for the great care you provide patients and their families! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Kaivan Dadachanji, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Kai! Thank you for being such a wonderful person. You really are a great 
resident and I'm so glad you're part of our family here. You bring such a wonderful 
spirit into the office whenever you walk in, and after such a crazy year we all can 
use that. You're amazing and I know you've been working so hard. Thanks for 
dedicating your career to saving the little ones. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Alexander Dang, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Alex! You are such a great resident, and I'm so glad you are part of our pediatric 
family here. It's been a pretty rough past year, but I know you've been working 
hard, doing everything you can to help and save the little kiddos. All the hard work 
doesn't go unnoticed. I know the kids are in great hands with you as their doctor.

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Allyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Llyssa! There's no question that you're a great physician. I see so much 
leadership qualities in you and we are blessed to have you in our pediatric family. 
You are so creative, friendly, and empathetic and it doesn't go unnoticed. You are 
so caring and I know that the kids and their families are in good hands with you. 
Additionally, the residents will be in great hands with you and your co-chiefs next 
academic year.

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Maryann Davies, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Maryann! I'm so glad that I was able to see you more often this year. You're 
such a sweet person, and so caring. You're a wonderful part of our peds family, 
and a great leader. The kiddos are in wonderful hands under your care. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Christopher Day, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Chris! You did such a wonderful job helping us with interview season. I know 
those candidates enjoyed talking to you residents and getting perspective from 
you. Thank you for all your hard work that you've been doing as a resident. I know 
that it's not always smooth, and the past year has been a world of chaos, but I 
know those kids have been getting wonderful care from you and your peers. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Krystal De La Rosa, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Krystal! I know that you hit the ground running as soon as your started intern 
year due to COVID-19. You've been working so hard and it hasn't gone unnoticed. 
I'm so glad you joined our pediatric residency family. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Serena Luong, PEDIATRICS 

Serena, thank you so much for your positive attitude and being willing to cover 
shifts during COVID!

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Ochuko Diamreyan, PEDIATRICS 

Ochuko! You have such a wonderful addition to our family here. I can tell you've 
been growing as a physician since day 1 and i know you'll continue to flourish. 
You're so insightful, caring, empathetic, and wonderful to talk to. Thank you for 
letting me pick out your pizza for you. I just want you to eat more...one pizza isn't 
enough, Ochuko. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Daniel Dobroskay, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Dan! Congratulations on the baby!! How exciting! I can't say how grateful I am 
that you and your peers accepted me into the pediatric family so quickly. It's made 
this job a lot easier. That, and the fact that I see you all working so hard day after 
day, night after night. It's truly inspirational, and I know that the residents will 
have a great leader like you and your co-chiefs. Thank you for all you do!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Heidi Duarte, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Heidi! Thank you for working so hard. I know that intern year hasn't been super 
easy with all the COVID-19, and changes going on, but you've been helping save so 
many lives. I can't thank you enough for dedicating your life to doing this. You're 
amazing. keep it up!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Dr. Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

What can I say your the coolest :) thank you for the catch up conversations and 
your awesome sense of humor your too funny!! I am going to miss you so much!! 
Thank you not only for being such an awesome doctor to work with but for also 
extending your friendship and listening ear to me.

From:  Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Dr. Tu, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being so cool :) going to miss you! 

From:  Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Michelle Edstrom, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Michelle! Thank you for being such a wonderful part of our family here. I know 
you've been working hard with being a mama and a physician, but you are truly 
inspirational. I know that COVID-19 has been really rough but all the work you put 
in day after day, night after night, is changing lives. You're amazing. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Carolyn Fall, PEDIATRICS 

Carolyn, you are too cool. I'm so glad to have met you during your residency here. 
Also, I'm so happy and proud that you matched for fellowship! I can't wait to see 
what you do in the future, while you save all the kiddos lives. I know that patients 
are in great hands under your care. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Carolyn Ferlic, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Carolyn! Thank you for working so hard during your residency. You've been 
growing so much as a physician and it's wonderful to witness. Thank you for 
working extra hard during COVID-19. I know it hasn't been easy but you've been 
doing such an awesome job. Thank you for everything you do!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Ernest Flores, PEDIATRICS 

ERNIE! You have been such a delight to be around. I'm so glad you got to join our 
peds family. It's been a hard past year, but I can always count on you to make us 
laugh whenever you come into the office. Congratulations on completing the vegan 
challenge. I have no idea how you did it after you saw all the cheese pizza we 
would have, but good for you. You missed out on a lot, but oh well. Being healthy is 
alright too. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Andrei Florea, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Andrei! You're such a wonderful resident and it's so nice to chat with you 
whenever you stop by. I know you've been working so hard, and it hasn't been 
easy during COVID-19, but all the hustle is making a huge difference in people's 
lives. I'm also so glad people here have been helping you by giving you advice and 
insight into possible specialties that you can go into. Whatever you decide I know 
you'll thrive in. Thank you for all you do!!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Tanya Gentry, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Tanya! Thank you for all the hard work you've been putting in during your intern 
year. I know you hit the ground running due to COVID-19, but you're doing a 
wonderful job. Thank you for helping save the lives of the people in our 
community. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Hira Haq, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Hira for always being so positive and enthusiastic. You're such a hard 
worker and we appreciate all you do! You're awesome!!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Stephanie for always going above and beyond in making sure your 
patient's receive the best care possible. You always seem to end up with the 
socially difficult patients, but you always handle such stressful situations with such 
grace. You're awesome and we appreciate all you do!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Hira Haq, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Hira! Thank you for all your hard work that you put into your job. You are the 
sweetest person, with the most wonderful personality, and smile. I know that 
there have been a few medical students who rave about you and have enjoyed 
being on a team with you. Thank you for all that you do!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Alexander Marshall, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Zander for always providing such great care for your patients and their 
families!!! You're always so calm in all situations. We appreciate all you do!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Andrea Ho, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Andrea! Thank you for working hard during your residency here. You're such a 
wonderful part of our family. Although you don't come by often, it's always so nice 
to see you! Thank you for working so hard. It doesn't go unnoticed, and it's highly 
admirable!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Megan Massoud, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Megan for always going above and beyond to make sure your patients 
and their families receive amazing care. You're such a strong advocate for your 
patients. Also thanks for always being so positive! You're awesome and we truly 
appreciate you :) 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Michael Min, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Michael for your hard work and going above and beyond for your 
patients. Also thank you for being such a great team player! We appreciate all you 
do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Amanda Munoz, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Amanda for being such a strong advocate for your patients and their 
families. Also thank you for always being such an amazing team player. Also 
appreciate you always sharing your wealth of Disney knowledge and coming to so 
many of our virtual applicant dinners (even when you are on wards)! We 
appreciate you!!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Jane Huang, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Jane! Thank you for working so hard! I'm so proud and excited that you got 
matched for fellowship! I know you'll be a wonderful fellow, and your program will 
be lucky to have you. You've been such a great advocate for your patients and 
families and they're in great hands with you as their physician. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Stephanie! You are the sweetest addition to our family here. Your sweet smile and 
personality is such a delight to see. I know this year hasn't been easy, but you 
have been pushing through and I am so proud of you. You are such a great 
resident, and I can see so many leadership qualities in you. Keep pushing through. 
You're doing great. Thank you for dedicating your lives to helping save the little 
humans and being an advocate for the patients and families. 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Brian Nguyen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Brian for always being so positive and a team player! Also thanks for 
participating in the interview virtual lunches!!!! You're awesome and we appreciate 
you :)

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Cynthia Olatunji, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Cynthia for being a great advocate for your patients! We appreciate you 
and all you do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Vidyasagar Jaiswal, PEDIATRICS 

Sagar, you are amazing! Thank you for always coming into the office with a great 
attitude. You are such a wonderful person, physician, and colleague. We are so 
lucky to have you as part of our family here. Thank you for all of your hard work! 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Cristopher Smith, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Cris for always being so enthusiastic to learn (we love your zoom chat 
comments during noon conference) and providing awesome care to your patients 
and their families. You're amazing and we appreciate you! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Kristofer Vance, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Kristofer for your amazing work ethic and for going above and beyond in 
providing great care for your patients. Thank you also for all your help with the 
resident interaction committee and for volunteering for the virtual interview 
dinners. We even appreciate your little sass. You're awesome!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Patrick Zacharias, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Patrick for always being so positive and a great team player. You 
always provide amazing care for your patients and their families. We appreciate all 
you do!!! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Amarjot Kang, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Amar! Thank you for working so hard, especially during this pandemic. I know 
that it hasn't been easy, but all the hustle you've been doing doesn't go unnoticed. 
Thanks for all that you do!

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Suraj Batish, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Suraj for providing such amazing care to your patients inpatient and 
outpatient. You're such an amazing clinician! Thank you also for your participation 
in our interview videos (yes, "baller is life")! We appreciate all you do! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Laurel Kelley, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Laurel! You are such a sweet spirited person. You definitely lighten up a room 
whenever you walk in, and its contagious in the best way possible! I admire your 
leadership qualities, empathy, and care for your fellow residents, families, and 
patients. You are amazing, and I’m so glad you are part of our pediatric family! 

From:  Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Julianne Bullock, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Julie for always working so hard and having such a great attitude. Good 
luck on your endocrine fellowship! CHOC is lucky to have you! 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Robert Cole, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Robbie for your amazing work ethic, being a strong advocate for your 
patients and their families, and always having an amazing attitude. We appreciate 
all you do!!! You're such an awesome resident. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Allyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Allyssa for being an awesome team player and always going above and 
beyond to make sure your patients and their families receive the best care possible 
both inpatient and outpatient. We appreciate your positive attitude. The residents 
are so lucky to have you as chief resident next year! You are going to do such an 
amazing job!!! We appreciate all you do Allyssa. 

From:  Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Christopher Day, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Christopher for providing great care to your patients and their families! 
We appreciate all you do!!! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Diane Kelly, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Diane! Thank you for all of your hard work. I know this year has not been easy 
for anyone, but you’ve been really pushing through caring for all the patients that 
need care. It’s so admirable and I’m so glad you are a part of our pediatric family 
here. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Daniel Dobroskay, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Daniel for being such a great team player and all your hard work! Also 
thank you so much for all your help for interview season and all the time and 
energy you placed to help with making the amazing video clips! They were so 
good. The residents are so lucky to have you as chief resident next year! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Carolyn Fall, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Carolyn for your amazing work ethic and for providing such great care for 
your patients. Good luck in NICU next year! USCD is so lucky to have you :) 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Andrea Ho, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Andrea for always working so hard to provide amazing care for your 
patients. We also appreciate you for sending many submissions of pictures for our 
chiefs' email. Your stalker photos will be missed when you graduate. We 
appreciate you and all you have done for the children of the IE during the past 3 
years!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Jane Huang, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Jane for always having such an amazing work ethic and providing such 
great care for your patients. Good luck on your NICU fellowship. CHLA is lucky to 
have you as a fellow! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Sidney Lakusta-Wong, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Sidney for always having a great attitude and always willing to help! 
You're such a great team player. It is amazing to see how much you have grown 
from intern year till now. We appreciate you and all you have done!!!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  David Lawrence, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you David for your positive attitude and your willingness to always help! 
You're so awesome and we will miss you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Dr. Diamreyan, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being so chill to work with! Dr. Diamdhwejhejhw lol

From: Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Victor Mac, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Victor for your hard work in providing great care for your patients and 
their families. Good luck in your new job!!! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Dr. Calaguas, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being so amazing with your patients! And for also being an amazing 
doctor/ friend! Your awesome man!!

From: Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Derek McCalla, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Derek for your amazing work ethic, always going above and beyond for 
your patients and their families, and for your positive attitude. The residents are so 
lucky to have you as their chief resident next year! You are going to be amazing!!! 
We appreciate you and all you have done in these past 3 years and excited to see 
what lies ahead for you :) 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Dr. Marshall, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being the happiest most cheerful doctor to work with! Awesome vibe 
Dr. Marshall!!!

From: Wendy Chacon, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Robin Miller, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Robin for your amazing work ethic, always going above and beyond for 
your patients, and your positive attitude!!! Also thank you so much for all your 
hard work in the interview season. You came to every meeting and worked so hard 
to make sure the applicants had a great interview day. We couldn't have done it 
without you. Good luck on your nephrology fellowship. UCSD is so lucky to have 
you! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Rohith Mohan, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks Rohith for providing great care for your patients and their families! Also 
thanks for all you do in EPIC so that we can be more efficient. Good luck on your 
informatics fellowship. Cedar Sinai is lucky to have you as their fellow! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Netanya Mullen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Tanya for your amazing work ethic and your dedication to your patients 
and their families. Also thank you for all the extra stuff you do- making the 
amazing binder for WAMO, creating such a beautiful thank you card, and much 
more! We appreciate you and will miss you. Good luck on your NICU fellowship! 
New Mexico is so lucky to have you as their fellow. 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Vantel Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Vantel for your hard work and being such an amazing advocate for your 
patients and their families inpatient and outpatient. You always go above and 
beyond!  The children of the IE are lucky to have you as their doctor. It has been 
amazing to see how much you have grown from intern year till now. We are so 
excited for you and your new job! We will definitely miss you!!! Thanks for all you 
do Vantel :) 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Karin Kuusisto, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Karin! Thank you for everything you’ve doing this year. I know that intern year 
really made you hit the ground running due to COVID-19, but you have been doing 
wonderfully, and I know that those kiddos have been in great care. I can’t wait to 
see you grow as a physician and I’m rooting for you! 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Sidney Lakusta-Wong, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Sidney! You are such a wonderful, sweet, caring person. It shows through your 
work as a physician, and the kids are absolutely blessed to be under your care. I 
hope I get to see you in the office more often! It’s definitely wonderful when i do 
get to see you!! Thank you for working so very hard during this pandemic. I know 
it has been hard and far from ideal, but it’s people like you that are truly an 
inspiration and I can’t thank you enough. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  David Lawrence, PEDIATRICS 

Hi David! I am sure you’re excited to be finishing up your residency. Thank you for 
all of your hard work. I know you probably didn’t think your last year wouldn’t be 
like this but you have truly been changing and saving lives! Also, your wife is 
pretty awesome too. Anyways, thank you for everything you do! You’re awesome. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Catherine Lee, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Cat! I am so glad to have met you. You’re such a sweet person, and a caring, 
wonderful physician. I know this past year hasn’t been the easiest by any means, 
but you’ve been pushing through and I’m so proud of you. You’re amazing and I’m 
so glad you are part of our family. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Candace LeFlame, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Candace! I feel like I hardly see you because you’ve been so busy, but I am so 
happy whenever I do get to see you. You’re such a bright, sweet, and caring 
person and I’m so glad you’re part of our pediatric family here. I know you’re 
working hard, especially during this pandemic, and I’m so proud of you! Thank you 
for everything you do! 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Genesis Zamora, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Genesis! Thank you for being such a hard working resident. I know this past 
year has been tough but you have been doing such a great job tending to the kids 
and their families. I'm so proud of you! Thank you for everything that you do!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Patrick Zacharias, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Patty! It's been so wonderful having you as a resident here. I'm so glad you got 
matched with us and joined our family here. You've been doing such a wonderful 
job during your intern year and I know you'll continue to grow as an amazing 
physician. It's been a tough year but you and your peers have been doing 
awesome. Those kids and families are very lucky to be in your care. Also, your 
socks are the best. Thank you for everything you do!!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Jane and Sprina, PEDIATRICS 

Hey LLU pediatrics,   This one goes out to Jane and Sprina (sorry, I’m incapable of 
spelling), who babysat me on pediatric cardiology wards in August. Jane, I 
appreciated your drive for excellence. Sprina, I appreciated your approachability 
and the photos of your doggo.  To both of you: thank you for answering the many 
questions I had!  Best, Michael R. MS2

From: Michael R, MS2, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Alfonso Robles, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Alfonso for all your hard work and all that you have done for the 
Wellness Committee over the years! We have appreciated all you have done. Good 
luck on your future endeavors! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Neha Sharma, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Neha for always working so hard to provide such great care for your 
patients and their families. Also thank you for all you have done for PEC. We 
appreciate all you have done during  your 3 years here! Good luck on your future 
job as an outpatient doc :) 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Sprina Shen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Sprina for always working so hard and being such a great team player! 
Thank you for making the workrooms at SACHS and the hospital so festive with 
your creative posters with everyone's names and different characters. We are 
going to miss your positive and bubbly personality! Good luck on your hospitalist 
fellowship. University of Illinois is lucky to have you as their fellow :) 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Todd Sorensen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Todd for always working so hard to provide amazing care for your 
patients and their families!!! We know you'll do amazing as an outpatient 
pediatrician back home in Utah. Thank you for all you have done for the program 
and the children of the IE these past 3 years. 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Stephanie Treible, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Stephanie for always having a great attitude and working so hard to 
make sure that the children you care for have great care! You are one of the 
strongest people we know and even though stresses of life and work you always 
have a smile on your face. We appreciate you so much Stephanie! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Christin Tu, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Christin for all you have done for your patients and the program. You 
are always a strong advocate for the children of the IE and your residents. It has 
been amazing to see how much you have grown from intern year till now. The 
residents are so lucky to have you as their chief next year. You will be do amazing. 
We appreciate you Christin! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Jainy Vathikulam, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Jainy for all you have done for the children in the IE. We miss you in 
pediatrics and can't wait till you come back in a few months! We appreciate you 
Jainy!!! 

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

To all the Peds Residents.  You make me proud every day.  Your attention to your 
patients, and compassion for them is inspiring.

From: Richard Chinnock, MD, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Andrea Ho, PEDIATRICS 

Andrea, thanks for being such an awesome mentee these last 2.5yrs! So excited for 
you as you finish up residency!

From: Janice Tsai, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Tania Michaels, PEDIATRICS 

Tania, thanks for being such an awesome mentee! It's been fun working with you 
and excited to see what you do next!

From: Janice Tsai, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your thoughtfulness, dedication, care and work ethic! You are 
always an absolute pleasure to work with and I’m excited to be able to hang out 
with you during this residency journey! 

From: Cori, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Catherine Lee, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication to our patients. You are doing an 
outstanding job...keep it up!

From: Katie Gregersen, PICU



Thank you to:  Chennelle Thomas, PEDIATRICS 

Chennelle, thank you for allowing me to be your mentor and friend. I look forward 
to all the wonderful things you will bring to this world just by being you!

From: Gabrielle Balan, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Krystal DeLaRosa, PEDIATRICS 

Krystal, you are such a breath of fresh air! Your calm demeanor in all situations 
and positive outlook is amazing to witness and learn from. Thank you for allowing 
me to be your mentor!

From: Gabrielle Balan, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Genesis Zamora, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication to our littlest patients!

From: Tracy Gould, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Kaivan Dadachanji, PEDIATRICS 

Bae Mom & I think you pretty much rock. Keep being you- the borderline 
questionable comments, the loud chewing and your incredible patient care.

From: Rachel Davidge & Gabrielle Balan, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Joanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

I learned so much from you as your sub-i on Team G! I not only learned things 
from an educational standpoint, but also habits and approaches in patient care that 
I'll definitely take with me into residency. Thank you for all you do for students, 
patients, and everyone at LLU!

From: Christopher Galley, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Neha Sharma, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being a great senior resident over the past 2 years! You really 
helped me improve as a new 3rd year med student on Team D and helped me 
understand the nuances of NICU last October!

From: Christopher Galley, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Alexis Barajas, PEDIATRICS 

Lexi! Thank you be being a great resident during my gen peds rotation on Team A 
and again on NICU! I definitely learned a lot from you.

From: Christopher Galley, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being such a great senior during my sub-i on Team G! You worked 
hard to support us in many ways and I really appreciate it!

From: Christopher Galley, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Chris Day, PEDIATRICS 

Chris - Thank you for working so diligently to be the best pediatrician you can be!  
So excited to see where the world takes you!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Heidi Duarte, PEDIATRICS 

Heidi - Thank you for working so hard during your intern year! Way to go! Exciting 
senior years ahead!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Derek McCalla, PEDIATRICS 

Derek - Thanks for working so hard on our WIG goals for the CH while still being 
an awesome senior resident! You will be an amazing chief!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Carolyn Ferlic, PEDIATRICS 

Carolyn - thanks for all of your hard work for the CH WIG! You are making a 
difference in the lives of children!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Shivani - Thanks for working with our CH WIG Team!  You are awesome! keep 
smiling!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Jane Huang, PEDIATRICS 

Jane - Thanks for your work on our CH WIG team!  You rock! Keep that positive, 
can do attitude!

From: Alexandra Clark, General Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Alfonso Robles, PEDIATRICS 

Alfonso, thank you for your kind heart and dedication! Thanks for all of the 
thoughtful reflection you do to give the best care you can!! 

From: Tim Chinnock, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Sending a huge THANK YOU to the best group of residents anyone could ever hope 
to work with! You inspire me everyday with the compassionate care you provide 
for our children. You're the reason I love serving here in our LLU Pediatrics 
Program. I feel so blessed to work with all of you! 

From: Sharon Riesen, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Liana Apolis, PEDIATRICS 

thank you for all you do to support the faculty

From: Cheryl Sanchez-Kazi, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Amar Kang, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all you do 

From: Cheryl Sanchez-Kazi, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Ideen Tabatabai, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your outstanding performance and your inspiring work ethic

From: Eba Hathout, MD (Professor of Pediatric Endocrinology and 
Diabetes), Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Valentine Lee, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your perpetual pursuit of science, your fine performance and your 
exemplary work ethic

From: Eba Hathout, MD (Professor of Pediatric Endocrinology and 
Diabetes), Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Andrew Stacy, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your superb performance

From: Eba Hathout, MD (Professor of Pediatric Endocrinology and 
Diabetes), Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Jane Huang, PEDIATRICS 

Jane, I am grateful for you, your passion for taching, patient care and learning.  I 
also appreciate you for beng such an Integral art o four WIG Team.  Thank you and 
I am so proud of our journey todether over the past 5 years from RUHS to LLUCH!!!

From: Dr. Cobbina, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Allyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

I am so thankful for you both in the hospital and out the hospital. I am always 
amazed by your confidence, love of patient care, and happiness to do so. 

From: Dr. Nune, Pediatric Neurology 



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

I am so thankful for you, for your spirit of happiness, perseverence, and you 
kindness. 

From: Dr. Nune, Pediatric Neurology 



Thank you to:  Sidney Lakusta-Wong, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all your hard work, kindness and smiles. 

From: Dr. Nune, Pediatric Neurology 



Thank you to:  Andrei Florea, PEDIATRICS 

Hey Andrei, thank you for being such an amazing resident. It's been an honor to 
work with you as your mentor/coach. Your care for your patients and dedication to 
know them is something I admire and strive to do in my own practice as well!

From: Andrew Yoo, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

Thank you to all my wonderful residents for being so awesome during this 
pandemic and in general.  You are true rock stars! 

From: Chrissy Roland/Program Coordinator, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Cristopher Smith, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being a great and awesome pediatric resident mentee!  I hope you 
know that I appreciate all your hard work this year!

From: Gordon Tan, MD, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Stephanie is an amazing pediatric resident. She is a hard worker and really cares 
for her patients. I’m so thankful that I got to work with her and have learned so 
much on how I want to be as a resident from her. 

From: Leah Daniel, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Carolyn Fall, MD, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for making our PICU experience awesome and 10 out of 10. :) You're 
cool! Congratulations on the match! Woohoo!

From: PICU February MS4's, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Ideen Tabatabai, PEDIATRICS 

My week of inpatient peds and my two weeks of peds neuro with you were 
incredible, in no small part due to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and 
love of teaching. You're exactly the type of resident that a medical student wants 
to work with, and hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Michelle Edstrom, PEDIATRICS 

My two weeks of peds neuro with you were incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Todd Sorensen, PEDIATRICS 

My two weeks of peds neuro with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

My two weeks of peds neuro was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You weren't even on 
peds neuro at the time; but you shared the room with my team, and always helped 
my classmates and I with figuring out how to study for the peds shelf in the 
afternoons. You're exactly the type of resident a medical student wants to work 
with and hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

My two weeks of inpatient peds with you were incredible, in no small part due to 
your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Christopher Day, PEDIATRICS 

My two weeks of inpatients peds with you were incredible, in no small part due to 
your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Sprina Shen, PEDIATRICS 

My week of inpatient peds with you was incredible, in no small part due to your 
cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly the 
type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Ernie Flores, PEDIATRICS 

Ernie is a stellar intern! He is rocking his intern year! I trust him to care for the 
patients on the team! He is full of energy and uplifts the mood whenever he walks 
into a room! 

From: Dr. Cindy Sihotang, General Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Julianne Bullock, PEDIATRICS 

Julianne is sweet, kind and driven! She is great with her patients and always 
willing to be a team player helping out her colleagues! She is going to make a 
wonderful pediatric endocrinologist! 

From: Dr. Cindy Sihotang, General Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Robin Miller, PEDIATRICS 

Robin is a stellar resident!  She has a great ability to remain positive and calm 
despite difficult cases.  She is driven and motivated!  She is going to be a 
wonderful pediatric nephrologist! 

From: Dr. Cindy Sihotang, General Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Carolyn Ferlic, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Carolyn, Thank you for your wonderful care of so many complex pediatric 
patients this year. I admire your dedication to provide outstanding care to each 
child under your care. I appreciate how you question the status quo and advocate 
for improvement in care. Keep up the wonderful work you do! 

From: Janessa James, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Neha Sharma, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your enthusiastic care for our special patients!

From: Miko Tsukimoto, Gen Peds / Palliative Care



Thank you to:  Arvy Wuysang, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your kindness and gentleness for our patients!

From: Miko Tsukimoto, Gen Peds / Palliative Care



Thank you to:  Rohith Mohan, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your dedication to using data to improve patient care. I appreciate 
the improvements you made in the common diagnosis list at the PTO. Your efforts 
have helped all of the residents and attendings be more efficient in their work, and 
ultimately to provide better patient care.

From: Matt Fong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  David Lawrence, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your tireless efforts to provide whole person care to your patients 
and your co-residents. I have learned so much from how you incorporate gratitude 
into your rotations and approach to patient care.

From: Matt Fong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Ben Shlomo, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your care and dedication to your patients. I am amazed by your 
commitment to grow in your interactions with patients and staff. Keep learning and 
caring!

From: Matt Fong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Evan Melville, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being a liaison between the residents and the program leadership. 
You have done so much to improve the program. I am also thankful for your help in 
teaching residents about spiritual self-care and patient care.

From: Matt Fong, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Midian Ambo, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Midian for being such an amazing resident during my sub-I rotation. 
You were patient and kind and made me feel like I was part of the team even 
though I was just a 4th year. Sub-I was hard but working with you made it better.

From: Lorie, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Ochuko, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Ochuko for being such an amazing resident. You advocate on the behalf 
of medical students and that is something I appreciated when I was rotating with 
you. Not only that but you've also helped with my application and interview 
season! You're the MVP. Thanks again Ochuko and stay amazing! 

From: Lorie, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

Jhoanne has a way of bringing out the best in the residents and medical students 
she works with. Her encouragement has made me feel more confident as I prepare 
to start residency in a few months. Thanks for being a great teacher, Jhoanne!

From: Nehaly Shah, LLU SOM 



Thank you to:  Dr. Shivani Patel, D.O., PEDIATRICS 

Dear Shivani Patel, I want to really thank you for doing a great job on your 
abstract presentation to the American College of Allergy, Asthma, and 
Immunology. You worked very hard and did great!

From: Dr. Barbara Ariue, M.D., Pediatric Allergy/Immunology, 
Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Karin Kuusisto, PEDIATRICS 

You are literally the only resident who added anything substantial to a red book 
evaluation comments section, and it shows you care. Working with you on the 
team was awesome partially because you and Eric were the absolute funnest
people I’ve ever met, but mostly because you frequently expressed that you 
wanted what was best for us as students. I hope your residency is going 
swimmingly 

From: Daniel Elkins MS3, School of Medicine 



Thank you to:  Alyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being willing to teach from day 1 of clinic and always offering us 
medical students opportunities to learn. I really appreciated how you would come 
find me whenever you had interesting patients! Also, I loved how you chose a new 
topic to learn/to focus on each day. Thanks for being an awesome physician to 
model after, someone who truly cares for her patients.

From: Jin Hyun Moon, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Todd Sorensen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for allowing me to be an active team member, for taking the 
time to listen to my thoughts, and for teaching and explaining everything that you 
did. Your jokes and encouragements definitely brightened each day for me and I 
really enjoyed working with you! I really admired your sincerity and passion for 
kids during each encounter. You inspired me to become a resident like you in the 
future!

From: Jin Hyun Moon, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Derek McCalla, PEDIATRICS 

You are one of the silliest but awesome-est I got to work with during my pediatric 
rotation! Thank you for treating us as more than medical students, for always 
being willing to answer our many questions, and for always making time for us to 
not only go over our daily assessments & plans, but also to teach us nuggets of 
knowledge. I could tell how much you care for your patients, you are an amazing 
resident!

From: Jin Hyun Moon, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Tanya, Heidi, and Amanda, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for everything on Team A! I learned SO much from all of you 
and really appreciated how no matter how busy you guys were, you always were 
willing to go over our assessment and plans each morning. Your compassion really 
helped us to feel part of the team. Thank you for teaching us how to put in orders 
and how to truly care for patients. Thank you!! 

From: Jin, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Vantel Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being you VanTina! Such a smiling face of comfort to run into at the 
hospital :)

From: Ash :), LLUSOM 



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always going the extra mile for your patients, for mourning with 
them, celebrating with them and ensuring their care is the best it can be regardless 
of circumstance. And, thank you for supporting medical students, teaching when 
you can and being kind at all times.

From: Joyce McRae, SOM



Thank you to:  Jeanette Fong, PEDIATRICS 

I didn't get a chance to formally thank you last year, but I wanted to ensure you 
knew how grateful I was to work with you on inpatient pediatrics. Your 
thoroughness, compassion and willingness to teach were examples I hope to take 
with me when I am a resident or Chief. Congratulations on your next journey, 
those kiddos will be blessed to have you in their corner.

From: Joyce McRae, SOM



Thank you to:  Amanda Munoz, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Amanda for being such an amazing resident! Having the opportunity to 
work with you highlighted all your amazing leadership skills; your ability to 
recognize barriers to discharge and act upon it in a quick and efficient manner. 
You're going to be amazing neonatologist!

From: Lorie, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Candace LeFlame, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you Candace for being such a fun person to work with! We met during my 
newborn rotation and you definitely left an impression. Your willingness to offer 
your advice concerning applying to residency has been extremely helpful annnnd
on the fun side, we had a chance to talk about boys and relationships during our 
down time LOL. Continue to be amazing! 

From: Lorie, Medical Student 



Thank you to:  Alexis Barajas Terrones, PEDIATRICS 

Lexi, you strive to provide the best care for your patients. We admire and 
appreciate your commitment to always go above and beyond!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

Jhoanne, thank you for your dedication to becoming an excellent clinician and 
educator! Your efforts and hard work are noticed and appreciated!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

Brittany, your cheer and positive attitude are so appreciated! You are a great role 
model for us all!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Alexander Dang, PEDIATRICS 

Alex, thank you for your attention to detail in your notes! We appreciate your 
dedication to providing the best patient care.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Michelle Edstrom, PEDIATRICS 

Michelle, it's clear that your patients love you and it's easy to see why. Your 
compassion and commitment to providing the utmost best patient care is 
appreciated!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Carolyn Ferlic, PEDIATRICS 

Carolyn, thank you for your sacrificial heart in caring for your patients! We notice 
and appreciate the extensive effort and time you give to your patients.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Andrei Florea, PEDIATRICS 

Andrei, thank you for going the extra mile in updating plans of care! We notice 
your attention to detail and appreciate the extra time and effort you put into 
patient care.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Vidyasagar Jaiswal, PEDIATRICS 

Sagar, we notice and appreciate how compassionate, positive, and encouraging 
you are with your families. You always greet us with a smile, it makes our day, and 
we appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Amarjot Kang, PEDIATRICS 

Amar, we see how deeply you care about your co-residents and the program, and 
we value your communication with us! We appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Laurel Kelley, PEDIATRICS 

Laurel, we are grateful for your collaborative spirit in seeking change for the 
better! We value your contribution and appreciate you tons!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Diane Kelly, PEDIATRICS 

Diane, thank you for your initiative in discussing areas of improvement with us! It 
shows how much you care about the program, your learning, and your preparation 
to be the best physician you can be.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Bobae Kim, PEDIATRICS 

Bobae, we notice the extent to which you care and advocate for not just your co-
residents but also your extended team of nurses and other staff. Your actions show 
how you go above and beyond, and we appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Catherine Lee, PEDIATRICS 

Catherine, thank you for being a source of joy and laughter to others! We notice 
and appreciate how deeply you care.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Roman McInnerney, PEDIATRICS 

Roman, we see the extent to which you advocate for your patients, even if it means 
more time and effort on your part. We appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Tania Michaels, PEDIATRICS 

Tania, we notice and have been impressed with your generosity in helping 
teammates, even if it means more work for you. Your actions are admirable and we 
appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Shivani, we see how you delve into the concerns of your patients and their 
families. It's clear that you care for your patients, and we appreciate you 
advocating for them!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Shawn Sedgh, PEDIATRICS 

Shawn, we admire your ability to connect with your patients and your teammates. 
We appreciate your kindness and compassion!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Benjamin Shlomo, PEDIATRICS 

Ben, we notice how much you prepare for teaching presentations and handoffs. We 
appreciate your attention to detail and commitment to excellent patient care!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Sheung Man Alexander Sin, PEDIATRICS 

Alex, thank you for your comments and suggestions for journal club! We 
appreciate how engaged you are and your contributions to the learning of others!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Andrew Stacy, PEDIATRICS 

Drew, your efficiency in patient care is noticed and we value the effort you've put 
into honing your skills as a physician! We also want to express our gratitude that 
as you pass by the candy bowl, you always make it a point to stop, say hello, and 
talk with us.

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Ideen Tabatabai, PEDIATRICS 

Ideen, thank you for staying late to make sure your patients get the best care! 
Your commitment is admired and appreciated!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Julia Vickery, PEDIATRICS 

Julia, thank you for being willing to cover when other residents are out! We admire 
how generous and selfless you are!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Arvy Wuysang, PEDIATRICS 

Arvy, we recognize and admire your consistent efforts to make outlines for BRS. 
We appreciate your commitment to your learning and becoming the best physician 
you can be!

From: Pediatric Chiefs 



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being a great role model for students :) I will try to be as nice as you 
when I'm a resident :)

From: Esther Choi, MS4, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Ernie Flores, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your passion and diligence for improving medical documentation and 
efficiency with all your hard work on creating Epic smartphrases! We know the 
entire program appreciates the time you've put into this and it makes all our lives 
easier! 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Sri Nayak, PEDIATRICS 

Sri, thank you so much for your passion and dedication to teaching. You are truly a 
role model and we are so excited to see you grow in your next steps in cardiology! 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jessica Kim, PEDIATRICS 

Jess, thank you so much for your ownership and proactive care for your patients as 
well as your great teaching to your teams. You are truly an excellent leader and 
we're so grateful to have you here! Also love your love of video games :)

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Constanza Burgiaga Calderoni, PEDIATRICS 

Constanza, thanks for being spicy since day 1! Love your passion and advocacy in 
your patient care and so excited to have you join as hospitalist faculty after 
graduation!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Mike Diatte, PEDIATRICS 

Mike, we're so excited that you joined the peds family and wanted to say thank you 
for your constant optimism and for all the laughs! And the informative YouTube 
videos! 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Victor Nekrasov, PEDIATRICS 

Victor, we're so excited that you joined the peds family! We love the snarky jokes 
so thanks for all the good laughs, and for how excited you were to try Nutramigen
on Team D :)

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Meghna Bhatter, PEDIATRICS 

Meghna, thanks for constantly inspiring us with your awesome dance moves and 
instagram page. We only wish we could all be as cool as you 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Sprina Shen, PEDIATRICS 

Sprina, thanks for taking the time to compare every single resident to a pokemon
or Disney character lol. Thanks for the fun and laughs you bring to the program, 
and we're excited to see you grow at your hospitalist fellowship!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Eric Allen, PEDIATRICS 

Eric, thanks for always keeping a great attitude even when you're in the midst of 
the most dramatic pt family panel for the week! We know it's not easy to keep cool 
but somehow you make it look easy

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Megan Massoud, PEDIATRICS 

Megan, thank you for being an example to our students that you can be a 
phenomenal physician without being an extrovert! Always impressed with your pt
care skills and can't wait to see become a senior soon!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Michael Min, PEDIATRICS 

Michael, we know you have a lot to live up to being from the Min Loma dynasty and 
all but thank you so much for your fantastic work ethic! We know your pts and 
families appreciate it as much as we do!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Kristofer Vance, PEDIATRICS 

Kristofer, thank you for being such an inspiration by constantly striving to reach 
the next level and for all the time you devote to working with the students! We 
appreciate you (as much as you appreciate eggs)!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Ochuko Diamreyan, PEDIATRICS 

Ochuko, so excited to have you in the peds family! Thanks for always rocking nerd 
shirts and awesome kicks, for the beyond-amazing communication skills you have 
with your pts and their families, and for the time and effort you spend coaching the 
medical students you work with! We (and they) appreciate you!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Suraj Batish, PEDIATRICS 

Suraj - thanks for hitting the ground running since day 1 with your teaching and 
bomb clinical reasoning skills. And thanks for constantly dropping some EBM 
wisdom as you go!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Dan Dobroskay, PEDIATRICS 

Dan - thanks for bringing your puppy to Puppies N Pizza day! But also for being an 
awesomesauce role model. We've loved watching your growth from when you were 
a baby medical student to now a soon-to-be chief resident! Can't wait!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Carolyn Fall, PEDIATRICS 

Carolyn, thanks for being so detail-oriented and having such great ownership over 
your patients whether you're primary or "covering" we can never tell! Thanks for 
your dedication to your pts and we're excited to see you grow as a soon-to-be 
neonatologist!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Andrea Ho, PEDIATRICS 

Andrea - thanks for always having a great attitude and hard work ethic no matter 
what rotation you're on! We and your colleagues appreciate what a great team 
player you are!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Derek McCalla, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Derek sir, we're so excited that you're staying in the fam a little longer for chief 
year because we're not ready for you to be done! Thanks for all the great laughs, 
the great teaching, the great chats (with your pts/fams but also your teams), and 
overall just the great times! Also - best wig award?

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Dev Singhvi, PEDIATRICS 

Dev - thanks for being so invested in the program and being such an advocate for 
both your patients as well as your colleagues! We know you're going to do great 
things for this program! Also thanks for putting up with Ernie...we know it's hard 
but someone's gotta do it :P

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Vantel Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

Vantel - thank you so much for how much love and care you pour out into each and 
every thing that you do. No matter how tough things are you always approach each 
day and challenge with a huge smile on your face! We appreciate you and thank 
you for your continued passion for your pts and this program!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Neha Sharma, PEDIATRICS 

Neha - we've had so much fun watching you grow into the phenomenal physician 
you are today and can't wait to see what you do next! Thanks so much for your 
hard work and excellent attitude through it all!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Julia Vickery, PEDIATRICS 

Julia - thank you so much for the passion you pour into advocating for your 
patients and this program, as well as all the times you've gone above and beyond 
to help out your colleagues! 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Ben Shlomo, PEDIATRICS 

Ben - thanks for always having random knowledge facts and the ability to laugh off 
tough situations!  Now we just have to work on your sock game (plain black socks 
are neither crazy nor fun!)

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Xander Marshall, PEDIATRICS 

Xander! Thanks for what you do. Your sense of humor when you're on service 
really helped to make the day more enjoyable! Keep it up!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, PEDIATRICS 

Steven! Thank you for all the hard word and dedication you put into taking care of 
our patients. Your calming voice really helps to put patients at ease. Excited to see 
you back on the peds side next month!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Andrei Florea, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Andrei, thank you for all the effort you've put into taking care of our patients. 
Your great attitude and willingness to help out really stands out!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Doug Wang, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Doug, you're a good leader and teacher to the interns and students. Keep it 
up! P.S. keep us updated on your woodworking adventures. 

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jane Huang, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Jane, congratulations on your NICU fellowship. We will definitely miss you 
this coming year. Wishing you the best! btw you are the greatest POGO player

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Kristofer Vance, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Kristofer, Its been great having you as my mentee! I just wanted give a 
shoutout on my appreciation of you. Keep up the good work man! 

From: Alex Min, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Christin Tu, PEDIATRICS 

Christin, thank you for being so awesome! You're such a pleasure to work with and 
we all appreciate how much you advocate for your patients. We want to take this 
opportunity to let you know how special you truly are. You are an excellent 
clinician and an exemplary senior resident. Keep up the good work! 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Patrick Zacharias, PEDIATRICS 

Patrick, thank you for treating every patient with so much kindness and 
compassion. You are an exemplary clinician and it's not surprising that so many 
parents ask you to be their children's pediatrician. It's such a pleasure to work 
with you.

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Cynthia Olatunji, PEDIATRICS 

Cynthia, thank you for working so hard for your patients. We admire that you bring 
a big smile and positive attitude to work. Thank you for all that you do!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Brian Nguyen, PEDIATRICS 

Brian, you work very diligently for your patients and we are so thankful for it. It's 
such a pleasure to work with you!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Ernest Flores, PEDIATRICS 

Ernie, thank you for being such a wonderful team player. You bring so much 
positive attitude and fun to work and we all love working with you. Thank you for 
always being reliable and diligent. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, PEDIATRICS 

Jhoanne, thank you for working so diligently for your patients. You are an excellent 
clinician and an exemplary senior resident. It is an absolute pleasure to work with 
you. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Candace LeFlame, PEDIATRICS 

Candace, thank you for working so tirelessly for your patients while maintaining 
such a positive attitude.  You're a great advocate for your patients and an 
exemplary resident. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Peter Chun, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Peter, your work ethic is inspiring and truly makes a difference in patient 
care. You are a fantastic team player and an exemplary resident. It is always such 
a pleasure to work with you.

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  PEDIATRICS 

I wanted to give my thanks to all of the Pediatrics residents!  You guys really 
helped out such that some of the Med-Peds residents were able to help out on the 
adult floors.  I truly appreciate the teamwork you've all shown.  Thank you all for 
what you do!!!

From: Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine Residency



Thank you to:  Sprina Shen, PEDIATRICS 

Sprina thanks so much for always bring an amazing amount of vibrancy to every 
team you work on. You work hard but have fun while you’re doing it and always do 
such a good job of making everyone on the team feel welcomed. You rock!! 

From: AJ Smith, Medical Student



Thank you to:  Dev Singhvi, PEDIATRICS 

Thanks for all of your hard work in caring for children, and inspiring your 
colleagues to live conscientiously and respectfully of this planet. Cheers to 
inspiring others with Vegan-uary! Hopefully we can go green and bike around town 
together soon.

From: Jonathan Smits, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Alexander Marshall, PEDIATRICS 

Always the team player, your hardwork and compassion are noticed by many! 
Thank you for taking tremendous care of our children!

From: Jonathan Smits, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Evan Melville, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for your passion for sports medicine and desire to help build 
the program! I am so thankful to have such dedicated residents to mentor!

From: Jonathan Smits, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Sheung Man Alexander Sin, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for your passion for sports medicine and desire to help build 
the program for our region and residency! I am so thankful to have such dedicated 
residents to mentor!

From: Jonathan Smits, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Brian Nguyen, PEDIATRICS 

Hey Brian, hope you are doing well. Just wanted to say thanks for all your hard 
work and hope you are doing well. Sorry that our mentorship was so short, but I'm 
sure they'll find someone even better. Keep up the good and keep striving to grow 
as a physician and person.

From: Peter Jung, Pediatrics/Neonatology



Thank you to:  Stephanie Hynes, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Hynes, your attention to detail, thoroughness, and compassion with your 
patients is remarkable to observe.  You are already meticulous and provide such 
comprehensive care. We appreciate you and are so glad you are part of this Peds
Residency Family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Karin Kuusisto, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Kuusisto, We appreciate your positive attitude, willingness to learn, and how 
hard you work for your patients.  You are an amazing advocate, and so kind and 
compassionate.  So glad you are part of our Residency Family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Sagar Jaiswal, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Jaiswal, Thank you for always greeting others with a huge smile!  And thank 
you for providing such compassionate care to your patients and families-We are so 
glad you are part of this residency family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Allyssa Dann, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Dann, You are an example and role model- selfless and kind, always going the 
extra mile for others. Serving and advocating for patients and peers.  EVERYONE 
needs an Allyssa in their life! Thank goodness you are part of our residency family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Christopher Day, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for caring about your patients and wanting the best for them.  Thank 
you for striving to make them feel comfortable and feel safe. We appreciate you!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  David Lawrence, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Lawrence, Thank you for caring so deeply about your patients, families, as well 
as colleagues and students.  You are a true advocate, and it shows in your actions.  
We are so glad that you are a part of our residency family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jean Paek, PEDIATRICS 

Dr. Paek, we recognize and admire your work ethic, your efforts in teamwork, and 
kindness to others.  so glad you are part of this residency family!

From: Peds Residency Program



Thank you to:  Jean Paek, PEDIATRICS 

Dear Jean,  I so admire your work ethic, diligence and perseverence.  Your 
kindness shows in the compassionate care you deliver every single day. I am so 
grateful for the opportunity to get to know you, learn from you, and work beside 
you, as one of your coaches. 

From: Michelle Loh, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Roman McInnerney, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all you do for the pediatrics program including sharing you puppy 
with us for puppies and pizza and your daughter's delicious banana bread. We 
appreciate all that you do to take excellent care of our patients!

From: Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  Evan Melville, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all you do for the pediatrics program and resident well being. We 
appreciate all your efforts in helping to plan volleyball games and park days! Keep 
up the good work!

From: Pediatrics Residency Program



Thank you to:  All Pediatric and Primary Care Residents, 
PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all of your hard work during such a trying time. I appreciate you!

From: Tanya Pickett, Med Peds Program Coordinator



Thank you to:  Vincent-Arthur Yoro-Bacay, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Vince! You are such a wise person and I really do admire it. You're a great 
physician, peer, and I'm so proud of you! Thank you for working so hard during 
this insane year, sacrificing your time away from your wifey and baby. All those 
kiddos are in good hands under your care, and the families are too. Thank you for 
everything you do. I'm so glad you're a part of our pediatric family here. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Arvy Wuysang, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Arvy! You are such a great physician. I love your uplifting spirit that you bring 
every time you come by the office. You are doing such a wonderful job taking care 
of these kiddos during the crazy pandemic. I know it hasn't been easy but I do 
want you know that everything you have been doing is inspiring and admirable. 
Thank you for everything you do. I'm so glad you're a part of our family here. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Douglas Wang, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Doug! Congratulations on the baby! This is so exciting! I guess you're listening 
to Diatte's advice: have babies during residency so you can get paternity leave, 
haha. I know it's been such a crazy year, especially since you're doing both 
medicine and peds, but I'm so inspired by you and your peers. You all make this 
job absolutely worth it. I'm so glad you're part of our family here. Thank you for 
everything you do!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Robbie Cole, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always keeping a calm demeanor and positive attitude despite any 
challenges that are in your way. It's been a joy watching your confidence and 
clinical skills grow throughout residency. Your warm personality will help families 
easily connect with you as their general pediatrician! 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Catherine Lee, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all of your hard work this year especially as WAMO during the peak 
of our COVID pandemic. You were able to navigate a difficult job with grace and a 
positive attitude. Continue to keep up the good work!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Julia Vickery, PEDIATRICS 

Hellllllo Julia! My fellow Texan. Thank you for working so hard during this insane 
past year. I know it hasn't been easy, but you and your peers have really been 
inspirational in advocating for the kids and their families. You are such a caring 
person and I'm very proud of you. Thank you for being such a sweet soul, and 
talking to me whenever you come by. You're very insightful! I'm so glad you're a 
part of our family here. Sending my love and gratitude!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Alex Dang, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being a wonderful team player and leader for your interns at the 
hospital. We appreciate your willingness to teach residents & medical students and 
help out your team when needed. It's been great seeing your growth since intern 
year and I look forward to working with you more on wards in March!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Cris Smith, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always being on top of your patient care tasks and flexibility in 
adapting to challenging situations. After the network system went down this past 
October, you did a wonderful job of checking in with the nurses and patients to 
make sure everyone was doing okay. I appreciate your calm yet confident 
demeanor when talking to parents and family members. Keep up the great work!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Kristofer Vance, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Kris! You really had to give us a huge scare right at the start of your intern year, 
huh? Literally started with a huge bang. There was one thing I really admired 
about you during that time: you stuck it through (even though I don't think you 
knew what was going on). That spoke volumes to me about you. You're such a 
hard worker, dedicated, and loyal. I'm so glad you came to Loma Linda and joined 
our family here. I'm also glad that you haven't had anymore falls. Keep working 
hard. I promise you, we notice all the dedication. I'm here if you need anything at 
all. Thank you for all that you do!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Tanya Gentry, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all of your hard work this year during the COVID pandemic and with 
our inpatient pediatric QI project. I'm looking forward to working with you more 
on wards and continuing to see your growth as a senior resident!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Amanda Munoz, PEDIATRICS 

Hello Disney Historian! You're such a wonderful addition to our Pediatrics family. 
I'm so glad you chose to switch over to peds. I know intern year has been a 
whirlwind during the pandemic but i'm so proud of you for pushing through! Thank 
you for everything that you do!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Netanya Mullen, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Tanya! I'm so glad you're a part of our pediatric family! You're so sweet, 
determined, having an amazing sense of fashion, super creative and talented, and 
a great physician. I know it's been a whirlwind of a 3rd year due to the pandemic 
but you are doing great. I can see wonderful leadership skills and empathy and it's 
so inspiring. Thank you for everything that you do. I'm so proud of you!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Matthew Lussier, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Matt! I’m so glad that you joined our family here. I’m so sorry that i overlooked 
you that one time ... your height just was... yeah. Haha Just kidding. Thank you for 
working so hard, especially during this crazy pandemic and with a baby at home. 
You are doing so great. I’m so proud of you! Thank you for everything that you do! 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Victor Mac, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Vic! I’m so proud of you. You’re almost done with residency! Thank you for 
working so hard during this pandemic. I know it hasn’t been easy, but you’re doing 
an amazing job. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Christin Tu, PEDIATRICS 

CHRIS! You are such a wonderful person. THank you for always coming down to 
the office ... even though it’s mostly for the chiefs and not me. Just kidding. I’m so 
proud of you. You are such a wonderful leader and being so insightful. I love it 
when you come by. Thanks for making me your Peds Queen.

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Jhoanne Cana, Candace LeFlame, Peter Chun, Amir 
Jourabchi (Eisenhower), PEDIATRICS 

Dear Team B!  Thank you for all your hard work in getting us through one of the 
most dramatic Team B weeks I've ever experienced.  I really appreciated the 
camaraderie and positivity you had.  I also appreciated all your hard work.  Despite 
everything that went on, I really enjoyed my week with you on inpatient service.

From: Gordon Tan, MD, Pediatrics 



Thank you to:  Alexander Marshall, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Zander! I'm so glad that you came to our program and got that interview with 
us last year. You've been a wonderful intern and have been working so hard during 
the pandemic. Keep it up! I'm so grateful for everything you have been doing

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Steven Martinez, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Steven! I haven't seen you in a bit! I hope you're doing well. I know you are 
very very busy. I’m so proud of how hard you've been working during your intern 
year. It's very inspiring and I know you'll continue to grow as a wonderful 
physician. I'm so glad you're a part of our family here

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Megan Massoud, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Megan! You have such a sweet demeanor and caring heart. I'm so glad you have 
joined our family here. You are such a hard worker. I know you hit the feet running 
during your intern year, especially because of COVID, but you are truly saving lives 
and I'm so grateful for that. I'm so proud of you. Keep it up!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Derek McCalla, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Derek! You are such an amazing person! Your uplifting spirit is contagious. You 
have such wonderful leadership skills, empathy, advocacy, and a caring heart that 
reflects the character of Jesus. Congrats on being a dad! I know that working hard 
during COVID with a new baby has been tough, but i'm very proud of you! Thank 
you for everything you do. I'm so glad you're a part of our family here. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Roman McInnerney, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Roman! Thank you for working so hard during the pandemic. I'm so glad you are 
a part of our pediatric family here. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Evan Melville, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Evan! Thank you for having such an upbeat attitude everytime you come here. 
You're such an optimistic person and I highly admire that about you. Thank you for 
working so hard during this crazy pandemic. I'm so proud of you!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Tania Michaels, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Tania! Thank you for having such an upbeat attitude everytime you come here. 
You're such nia optimistic person and I highly admire that about you. Thank you 
for working so hard during this crazy pandemic. I'm so proud of you!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Robin Miller, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Robin! I'm so glad you are a part of our pediatric family. Thank you for being 
such a wonderful resident. I know you'll continue to do great things and be a 
wonderful little humans doctor. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Michael Min, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Michael! I'm so glad you matched to our residency program. I know it's a long 
ways away from where you did medical school. Just kidding. You've been working 
so hard during this pandemic and I'm so proud of you. Thank you for all your hard 
work. I know it's hard being Alex's cousin, but you're really taking it like a champ. 
I'm so glad you're a part of our family here. If Alex is bothering you, I'll protect 
you. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Rohith Mohan, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Rohith! i'm so proud of you for matching into a residency. You are brilliant, and I 
know you'll continue to do great things. Thank you for working so hard during this 
pandemic. You've been a wonderful physician! I'm so glad you're a part of our 
pediatric family!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Brian Nguyen, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Brian! I'm so glad you came to our program. You are such a funny person, and I 
wish you'd come by the office more often! Thank you for working so hard. I'm so 
proud of you. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Andrew Stacy, PEDIATRICS 

Hi my lovely Drew. You're amazing. Thank you for working so hard. I know it 
hasn't been an easy past month but just push through. Much love to you

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Ideen Tabatabai, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Ideen! Thank you for working so hard during this crazy pandemic. I have 
noticed all the effort and dedication and I'm so proud of you. Keep it up!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Chennelle Thomas, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Chennelle! I know it hasn't been an easy year, but I'm so proud of you in every 
single way. You're inspiring and such a dedicated physician and person. You have a 
heart of gold, and its inspirational. Keep up the good work. You're amazing. 

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Stephanie Treible, PEDIATRICS 

Hi Stephanie! Thank you for being such a wonderful resident. I know it hasn't been 
an easy year for you, but you have really pushed through and I'm so proud of you. 
I'm here if you need anything!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Christin Tu, PEDIATRICS 

Hi my lovely Christin! I'm so happy that you are a part of our family. Moreso, I'm 
so grateful that you were so accepting when I came to work here. You have such a 
sweet soul, and wonderful leadership skill. I highly admire you and you can come 
to me if you need anything. Much love to you!

From: Rachel Brantley, Pediatric Residency



Thank you to:  Lina Costanzo, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all your hard work and the excellent care you give to your patients. 
We love your positive attitude and willingness to help others!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Amar Kang, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your quiet positive attitude and ever present smile. You are always 
such a pleasure to work with! Thank you for all the great care you provide to our 
patients!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Julie Bullock, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for always being so calm, positive, and such a great team player. 
Congratulations on your fellowship! We can't wait to see all the great things you 
are going to achieve!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Rohith Mohan, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for all your hard work and the excellent care you give to your patients. 
We appreciate your forever Zen-ness no matter what the situation. You are a great 
example to all of us!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Stephanie Treible, PEDIATRICS 

Despite a tough year, thank you so much for always being so positive and always 
putting patients' needs before your own. We appreciate all that you do for your 
patients, fellow residents, and attendings!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Midian Ambo, PEDIATRICS 

Thank-you for all your hard work.  It has been amazing seeing how much you have 
grown since your transitional year - keep up the great work!!!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Heidi Duarte, PEDIATRICS 

you did such am amazing job on your first consult month - you were fearless and 
jumped right in.  Thanks for all your amazing work! 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Michelle Edstrom, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being so personable and friendly.  You make patients fell at ease.  
Thanks for all your hard work

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Tania Micheals, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your compassion and emapthy towards your patients which clearly 
shows in your interactions with families.  Thank-you for you amazing work!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Todd Sorenson, PEDIATRICS 

It has been such a pleasure and joy watching you grow from an intern to a senior 
resident.  You will make such a great pediatrician.  Utah is lucky to have you!!

From: Dr. DLP



Thank you to:  Tanya Mullen, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for your passion and hard work.   Your fellowship program in New 
Mexico is so lucky to have you! 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Victor Mac, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for being such a team player and taking the medical students under 
your wings (helped my student during Rheum). 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Shivani Patel, PEDIATRICS 

Thank-you for being compassionate about patients and medicine.  It has been such 
a joy watching your growth since intern year. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Ideen Tabatabai, PEDIATRICS 

thank-you for being such an empathetic physician who understands what patients 
experience. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Christin Tu, PEDIATRICS 

thank-you for being such an empathetic physician who understands what patients 
experience. 

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Vantel Phillips, PEDIATRICS 

I just wanted to say thank-you for the blessing you have been to our staff and 
patients at SACHS.  Your dedication to this underserved population is unmatched.  
Working with you is always a pleasure and we hope that we will be able to woo 
you back someday soon!  Appreciatively, Cathy Tan and the SACHS Pediatrics Team

From: Cathy Tan, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Diane Kelly, PEDIATRICS 

I just wanted to say thank-you for the blessing you have been to our staff and 
patients at SACHS.  Your dedication to this underserved population is unmatched.  
Working with you is always a pleasure and we hope that we will be able to woo 
you back someday soon!  Appreciatively, Cathy Tan and the SACHS Pediatrics Team

From: Cathy Tan, Pediatrics



Thank you to:  Hira Haq, PEDIATRICS 

Your unwavering positive attitude has a delightful effect on patients, staff, fellow 
residents and faculty.  Thank you for your dedication to both our patient and 
healthcare community!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Brittany Chow, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you so much for infectious laughter which brightens the day for those 
around you.  Even with the most complex patients, you find a way to provide 
amazing care with a smile.  We appreciate you!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Amanda Munoz, PEDIATRICS 

Thank you for going above and beyond to ensure excellent patient care for our 
under-resourced community.  Your dedication to this program is recognized and 
greatly appreciated!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Matt Lussier, PEDIATRICS 

You have a wonderful way of speaking to your patients on their level and putting 
them at ease.  We have noticed the confidence families (and fellow medical 
professionals) have in you.  Thank you for being a part of our residency!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Laurel Kelley, PEDIATRICS 

There are not enough words to describe how blessed we are to have you in our 
residency family.  Your optimistic yet comprehensive approach to patients and 
their families is outstanding.  The love you have for the patients you serve is 
apparent.  Thank you for having such a positive influence on the faculty, your peers 
and our community!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Alex Sin, PEDIATRICS 

While being an exceptional clinician, you are so much fun to work with!  We value 
your additional input on orthopedic/sports medicine topics.  Thank you for your 
continual contribution to our program!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Alfonso Robles, PEDIATRICS 

We have been grateful for the culturally sensitive care you are able to provide our 
underserved patient population, especially for our Spanish-speaking patients.  
Your relaxed and calm demeanor is appreciated by patients, family, staff and 
colleagues.  Thank you for being a part of our team!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Sidney Lakusta-Wong, PEDIATRICS 

We appreciate all of the time and energy you dedicate to some of our most difficult 
patients!  Your commitment to provide quality whole patient care is amazing.  
Thank you for being such an integral part of our residency program.

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Robin Miller, PEDIATRICS 

Your involvement in and contribution to our residency program has been greatly 
appreciated especially during this interview season.  Thank you so much for all of 
your time and effort despite your busy resident schedule!

From: Pediatric Residency Program



Thank you to:  Zac Carter, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you, Zac, for all the extra effort, passion, and self-sacrifice you give to the 
program and your colleagues. It is noticed and appreciated.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Calvin Fesler, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you, Calvin, for your selflessness and willingness to always help!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Kristian Flores, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you, Kristian, for always asking great questions and seeking to engage all 
learning experiences.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Victoria Tran, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you, Victoria, for your genuine care and encouragement of all those you 
come in contact with. It is a blessing!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Jessica Tse, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you, Jess, for sharing your passion and modeling for all of us how to attain 
our goals.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Nicole Yim, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Hi Nicole! Thanks for being so fun and easygoing to work with! I appreciate your 
positivity! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Michael Momohara, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you for always taking extra time with your patients to show them kindness 
and compassion. Your heart to serve is contagious! 

From: Cristian Villegas, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Christine Koh-Pham, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you for always being available to help those around you! May you be greatly 
blessed for all the time you commit to blessing others. 

From: Cristian Villegas, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Richard Chyan, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Richard for always being willing to help and seeking feedback!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Christine Koh-Pham, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Christine for all you're doing for your co-residents with wellness 
projects, the hard work and care for patients, and never seeming to be 
overwhelmed despite being a mom!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Connor Martin, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Connor for your humble attitude and desire to do whatever is right and 
needed for patients and your co-residents!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Roya Vahdatinia, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Roya for your enthusiasm to learn and be the best resident you can be!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Greg Wai, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION

Thank you Greg for always asking good questions, being engaged in learning, and 
caring for your patients!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Sarah Heczko, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Sarah for encouraging others with baked goodies, seeking growth, and 
for being present though your "heart" may be far away :)

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Joshua King, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Josh for your willingness to help and sacrifice for your colleagues. It 
was very appreciated.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Michael Momohara, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Michael for demonstrating what it looks like when a physician truly 
cares and takes the time to show it.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Garrett Wong, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Garrett for your perseverance and growth-mindedness despite the 
bumps you have had this past year. Keep it up!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Elizabeth Yeo, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Liz for striving to learn and do the best for your patients, even if it 
means driving a car "illegally" :)

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Juli Lambert, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Juli for your perseverance and commitment to learning this year. 
Looking forward to having you back soon!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Dominique Smith, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Dominique for making the effort to connect with patients; that sort of 
connection is what brings real impact to a patient's health.

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Noelle Witwer, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Noelle for persevering through a tough year and a tough time, but 
showing a growth mindset through it all!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Nicole Yim, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Thank you Nicole for your commitment to reaching patients and providing whole 
person care; it is an example for me to follow!

From: Samuel Lee, PM&R



Thank you to:  Zachary Carter, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Zach - Thank you for your leadership, hard work, flexibility and enthusiasm.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Calvin Fesler, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Calvin - Thanks for your much needed help throughout this challenging academic 
year.  Your professionalism, empathy and hard word are much appreciated.  Many 
thanks.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Kristian Flores, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Dr. Flores - Thanks for your hard work, flexibility, patience and empathy this year. 

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Victoria Tran, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Victoria - Thanks for your leadership, dedication and hard work this year in the 
face of the pandemic.  I'm looking forward to working with you in the coming 
years.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Jessica Tse, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Jessica - Thanks for your dedication, focus and empathy.  I've appreciated your 
enthusiasm and drive to pursue a career in cancer rehabilitation.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Richard Chyan, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Richard - Thanks for your hard work and dedication.  It was a pleasure working 
with you this year. 

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Christine Koh-Pham, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Christine - Thank you for your patience, hard work and professionalism.  It has 
been a pleasure working with you and meeting with you (virtually) this year.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Connor Martin, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Connor - Thank you for your hard work, enthusiasm, flexibility and patience.  It has 
been a pleasure working with you in clinic and in the hospital.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Roya Vahdatinia, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Hi Roya - thanks for your hard work, dedication, empathy and cheerful spirit.  It 
has been a pleasure to work with you this year.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Gregory Wai, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Gregory - Thank you for your hard work, patience, flexibility and empathy during 
this difficult year.  It has been a pleasure working with you.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Sarah Heczko, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Sarah - Thank you for your hard work and contributions to our department.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Joshua King, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Joshua - Thank you for your hard work and contributions to our department.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Michael Momohara, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Michael - Thank you for your hard work, empathy, compassion and contributions to 
our department.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Elizabeth Yeo, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Elizabeth - Thank you for your hard work and contributions to our department and 
our patients.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Garrett Wong, PHYSICAL MEDICINE & 
REHABILITATION

Garrett - Thank you for your hard work and contributions to our department and to 
our patients.

From: Justin Hata/Attending, PM&R/Pain Medicine



Thank you to:  Drs. Zac Carter and Victoria Tran, PHYSICAL 
MEDICINE & REHABILITATION

Thank you to two wonderful PM&R Chief Residents who have shown resilience, 
compassion, and fortitude during a most difficult year. Your unwavering 
commitment to both patient care and your peers has been selfless and appreciated. 
I am honored to work with both of you! 

From: Dr. Sarah Humbert, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation



Thank you to:  Alfred Lee, PLASTIC SURGERY

Thank you for being one of the best residents ever. Besides providing excellent 
care for your patients, you are so kind and generous towards your students and 
always do everything you can to advocate for them. You set the bar high for all 
residents when it comes to that!

From: LLUSOM Students 



Thank you to:  Rob West, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - ADDICTION 
MEDICINE

Thanks for being an amazing leader and chief resident!  We love your cheerful 
spirit and ability to bring together the residents as a group!

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Mitchell Schoen, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE -
ADDICTION MEDICINE

Thank you for spreading your kindness and positivity with our patients- you are 
such a light during these dark times and we appreciate your continuous support, it 
makes the difference. Sending much love in gratitude and peace. xo

From: April-Dawn Sapigao, Loma Linda University Health



Thank you to:  Robert West, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - ADDICTION 
MEDICINE

Thank you for spreading your kindness and positivity with our patients- you are 
such a light during these dark times and we appreciate your continuous support, it 
makes the difference. Sending much love in gratitude and peace. xo

From: April-Dawn Sapigao, Loma Linda University Health



Thank you to:  PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - ADDICTION MEDICINE

Thank you all for the amazing and challenging work you do!  Especially helping my 
favorite population, the veterans.  Thank you also for helping us with the LMRC!  
We love having your expertise and expert feedback.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  All resident for Occupational medicine did great 
job, Residents from preventive medicine who helped us during the 
pandemic, OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

Dear Residents: We as attending in occupational medicine would like to thank you 
and commend you for such a great job during the pandemic, we were very busy 
but each one of you and your colleagues from preventive medicine who helped 
showed great responsibility and you rose to the occasion. We thank you and wish 
you all great future . 

From: Haitham Juma, MD, Occupational Medicine/Preventive 
Medicine



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for everything you do and all of your hard work!!!

From: Stacey Aramoni, LVN, Center For Health Promotion



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for all you do! Happy Resident Day. 

From: Naomi E., Center For Health Promotion



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for being such a role model to our medical students! You have such a 
welcoming and helpful attitude that the students greatly appreciate. You're a 
natural teacher! Happy Resident's Day!

From: Erica Petska, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Rafik Saleh, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you Rafik for your lovely spirit, strong work ethic and Christian values.  I'm 
so glad you were able to train with us!  I can't wait to brag about you as one of our 
accomplished alumni.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Elisha Webster, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for all of your hard work in creating this amazing medical school 
elective course!  Your passion and hard work are so amazing - can't wait to se it 
come to life in a few more weeks!

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Emily Khatchaturian, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE -
PUBLIC HEALTH

Emily, thank you so much for your wonderful work ethic, fun spirit and sense of 
humor. It's been so great to get to know you and share in your joy in having 
Gregory!  I'm sure God has amazing plans for you and I can't wait to see what they 
are!

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Ryan, thank you so much for your amazing leadership with the LMRC!  I don't know 
what we would have done without you with the LMRC and culinary medicine. I'm 
so glad I could entrust those to you.  You are a humble, silent STAR.  I hope you 
can stay connected with LLU as you continue amazing LM work with Dr. Dysinger!  
What a blessing you've been to the residency program.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Meena Dopp, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Hi Meena, thanks for being a wonderful resident!  I'm so glad you are finally here 
at LLU.  Congratulations on your most beautiful baby Liam.  Let us know how we 
can support you.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Kim Conley, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Hi Kim, thanks for being such an amazing resident and future Chief! SO excited to 
work with you more and everything worked out for you to be a resident.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Danny Angerbauer, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE -
PUBLIC HEALTH

Thanks Danny for being such a STAR!  So grateful to have you as our LM Champion!  
Keep up the great work and thanks for being so positive.

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Rob West, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for your attitude and willingness to serve where you are needed. I 
appreciate your attitude with everything you have endured since moving to 
California. Keep fighting the good fight!

From: Erica Petska, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you for spreading your kindness and positivity with our patients- you are 
such a light during these dark times and we appreciate your continuous support, it 
makes the difference. Sending much love in gratitude and peace. xo

From: April-Dawn Sapigao, Loma Linda University Health



Thank you to:  Ryan Andrew Nelson, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE -
PUBLIC HEALTH

I love you! You’re amazing! You’re the most selfless, loving person I know. You are 
an amazing listener and my best friend. I’m so grateful for you and am so glad that 
you’re doing your training in LL. 

From: You know who, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Elisha Webster, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thanks the talk about primary care and teaching me about vaccines!

From: Nilmini Pang, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Ryan Herring, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you so much for your mentorship! I appreciate your encouragement and 
excitement for Prev Med and our interest group. All the best as you complete your 
training.

From: Adwoa Wiafe, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  Elyse Webster, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC 
HEALTH

Thank you so much for speaking to our PLMIG and sharing your story. I was 
inspired by your story and passion for the community. 

From: Adwoa Wiafe, LLUSOM



Thank you to:  PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC HEALTH 
RESIDENTS

Thank you so much for all of your hard work during the pandemic! 

From: Paulina Salcedo, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  PREVENTIVE MEDICINE - PUBLIC HEALTH 
RESIDENTS

Thank you for helping out Occ Med during these unprecedented times, for being 
understanding and flexible, and for being AMAZING.  I've been so blessed to know 
each of you!

From: Karen R Studer, Preventive Medicine



Thank you to:  Travel Clinic Residents, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE -
PUBLIC HEALTH

You are truly Heroes! Thank you for all that you do! 

From: Alice Roberts, RN. CHP Preventative Medicine and Travel 
Clinic



Thank you to:  Nathan Hoyt, PSYCHIATRY

I have deeply appreciated working with you at SACH. You are an excellent 
physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  John Mauch, PSYCHIATRY

I have deeply appreciated working with you at SACH and at the BHI. You are an 
excellent physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Wendy Liu, PSYCHIATRY

I have deeply appreciated working with you at SACH and at the BHI. You are an 
outstanding physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Tom Parisi, PSYCHIATRY

I have really appreciated working with you at SACH and the BHI. You provide good 
medical care.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Elizabeth Ma, PSYCHIATRY

I have appreciated getting to know you. I look forward to supervising you next 
year. Thanks for what you wrote in my yearbook. That was important to me.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Adam Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

I have enjoyed meeting you. Hopefully we can have many ethics discussions in the 
future!

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Christian Bernardo, PSYCHIATRY

It is a pleasure getting to know you. I look forward to the next four months of 
supervision.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Caleb Ho-A-Shoo, PSYCHIATRY

Caleb, I very much enjoy working with you. You are a very good physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Ariana Martinez, PSYCHIATRY

It is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI and also in seminar. I look 
forward to next year!

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Tonie Beltran, PSYCHIATRY

It is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI and also in seminar. I look 
forward to next year. You are a good physician

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Monique Harrison, PSYCHIATRY

It is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI and also in seminar. I look 
forward to next year. You are a good physician and are an exceptional chief 
resident.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Mamdouh Hanna, PSYCHIATRY

It is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI, at SACH and also in seminar. You 
are becoming an excellent psychiatrist - especially with a difficult patient like 
Robin.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Rosa Chung, PSYCHIATRY

Rosa, it is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI and also in seminar. You are 
an excellent physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Joy Launio, PSYCHIATRY

Joy, it is a pleasure to have gotten to you at the BHI and through supervision. You 
are a very good physician.

From: William Harold McGhee, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Dr. Rebolledo, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for how hard you work to advocate for our patients!

From: Erin Keepers, Youth Inpatient Social Services



Thank you to:  Dawn Hur, PSYCHIATRY

Thanks for keeping my UpToDate account alive :) I bet you're doing a wonderful 
job, giving your best, and touching people's hearts/minds. ❤

From: Hannah Choi, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Adam Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

I ran into you one evening when I was on my ED rotation; I was having a bit of a 
hard night, and your cheerfulness and positivity made all the difference. Thank you 
for the vibe you bring to every med student you interact with, dude! 

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Amanda Lim, PSYCHIATRY

My two weeks of outpatient geriatric psych with you were incredible, in no small 
part due to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. 
You're exactly the type of resident that a medical student wishes to work with, and 
hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to:  Sith Riantawan, MD, PSYCHIATRY

I am so grateful for your positive attitude and willingness to help the team.  You 
have set yourself apart with your demeanor and work ethic.  Your patients are 
lucky to have you!!

From: Bullock, Dept of Psychiatry



Thank you to:  PSYCHIATRY RESIDENTS

Thank you for all you do on our inpatient units! We would be lost without you here 
to help us throughout the day with orders, scripts, family calls, diagnosis 
questions, medication questions, testifying in court and everything else when the 
attendings are gone. Thanks for all you do!

From: Heather Ulrich and the SW team, Inpatient Social Services



Thank you to:  Ariana Martinez, PSYCHIATRY

Dr. Martinez is very good at listening to the nurses and providing good guidance. 
She is very caring to her patients, spends time listening to them. 

From: Adult Services Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services 
at BMC



Thank you to:  Adam Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

Dr. Borecky is appreciated by the inpatient Adult Services team. He always shows 
compassion to his patients. He always listens to the nurses concerns. 

From: Inpatient Adult Services, Adult Services Inpatient Unit at 
the BMC



Thank you to:  PSYCHIATRY RESIDENTS

Thank you for your enthusiasm, responsiveness, and motivation for learning 
psychotherapy. It is my pleasure and honor to be working with you.  My best 
wishes for your ongoing professional flourishing and personal fulfillment. 

From: John D F Tarr MD PHD MPH, Psychiatry



Thank you to:  Dr. Rebolledo, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for always being awesome in everything you do! You are always so 
approachable and are always ready to take that initiative to help us nurses in 
keeping us safe when we deal with difficult patients. Your compassion and 
communication with us are appreciated! :)) Dr. Mauch - thank you for being funny 
but caring when it comes to us nurses advocating for patients :) we see you take 
the time to explain things to patient and your behavior does not go unnoticed

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Hoyt, PSYCHIATRY

we love having you on call! You are always so quick to respond when it comes to 
emergencies we have in the units. You would leave the treatment room and sit 
down with the patient when they’re having a difficult situation and take your time 
to help de escalate the situation :) 

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Chen, PSYCHIATRY

you show confidence and ownership when you’re with each patient. You’re firm, 
quick, and knows just what to do :) we love having you!

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Cho, PSYCHIATRY

as a new resident, you were able to make decisions on your own.. but also you 
value our opinions in what to do with certain situations. It shows you are willing to 
work with us nurses and grow on learning experiences

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Bernardo, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for being approachable and always willing to help and checking in 
before you leave if we need anything

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Riantawan, PSYCHIATRY

you are a fast worker and easily approachable! You are readily available when 
needed and willing to help. You ask questions if you’re unsure and you trusts our 
nursing judgment :) thank you!

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Song, PSYCHIATRY

You took care of the whole unit one time and handled it:) You addressed each of 
our concerns accordingly and yet remained professional and calm

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Nguyen, PSYCHIATRY

you’re a great resident and it’s a pleasure working with you. You take the time to 
listen to get our input on things, you trust our judgment and are always willing to 
work with us

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Bhat, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for being confident with your decisions! It helps us to know you know 
what you are 

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Ho-a-shoo, PSYCHIATRY

your calmness is appreciated.. just listening to the patients concerns and being 
present says a lot. You don’t get anxious and can handle de escalating a patient in 
a calming manner. Thank you!

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Liu, PSYCHIATRY

you are smart and sweet, have good clinical judgment and very good with your 
communication with patients :) thank you for being kind and nice to us nurses 
always

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. El Menshawi, PSYCHIATRY

you are so fun to work with! You are good at explaining things to patient and you 
are fast and quick to respond! :) thank you for being so personable!

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Launio, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for being helpful to us and checking in with us to make sure staff and 
patients are safe

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Singh, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for trusting us nurses when we need something! It shows that you value 
what we know and our experiences 

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

thank you for your positive attitude and always willing to listen to us nurses when 
we need anything or advocating for pts.. and you always come in with a smile and 
that goes a long way!

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Ascher, PSYCHIATRY

Dr. Ascher - you are confident with what you do, you are good with the patients 
and really take the time to make sure they are educated on certain things :) thank 
you for making sure we have what we need before you go. 

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Dr. Hoyt, PSYCHIATRY

He's always very helpful and communicates really well with all of us, definitely a 
great resident.

From: Inpatient Nursing, Inpatient Adult Services at BMC



Thank you to:  Victoria Agee, PSYCHIATRY

Victoria, Thank you for all you do! I appreciate you!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Tori Burghart, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Tori, Thank you for all your hard work!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Mikyla Cho, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Mikyla, Appreciate your hard work. Thanks for being a great resident.

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Nelson Horsley, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Nelson! Thank you for your hard work. It's valued and appreciated

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Dawn Hur, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Dawn! Thank you for being a great resident. And coming by to visit me. I 
appreciate you!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Teresa Shu, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Teresa, Thanks for all your hard work. Glad  you're part of our program :)

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Sunny Singh, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Sunny, Thanks for being a great resident and for your hard work! See you in the 
daytime soon :)

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Raveena Toor, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Raveena, You're a great resident! Keep up the great work!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Ken Wong, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Ken! Thanks for your hard work.  You're awesome! See you soon! 

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Neveen Youssef, PSYCHIATRY

Hey Neveen,  I appreciate all your hard work. Thanks for always responding to my 
emails. You make my job easy :)

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to:  Dr. Rosa Chung, PSYCHIATRY

Rosa, thank you for helping me on my journey in becoming a great psychiatrist. I 
enjoyed talking to you on rotations and I like that you lead by example. Stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to:  Dr. Mohammad El-Menshawi, PSYCHIATRY

Bro, thanks for all the feedback and tips you gave me on C&L. We will grapple 
again soon. Get strong and stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to:  Dr. Tori Burghart, PSYCHIATRY

Tori, you have been helping me out since you were a med student doing pharm 
study sessions. Thanks for all your input and help in my journey to be a 
psychiatrist. Stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to:  PSYCHIATRY RESIDENTS

Although I may not have worked with each and every one of you recently, please know that I 
am so very grateful for all the "on call" hours, emergency room visits, inpatient consults, and 
the time and care you have given to our community. Especially on behalf of the VA. I truly 
appreciate you and have been honored to support your education in whatever way I can with 
the little bits of time we have here and there. THANK YOU for sticking in there on all those late 
nights... and THANK YOU for your dedication , blood/sweat/tears... You are all my heroes and 
it doesnt go unnoticed (even though it may not always be verbalized!!!) THANK YOU THANK 
YOU ! 

From: Shannon Remick MD - On behalf of the VA (specifically STAR 
clinic now :) LLVAMC , Outpatient STAR 



Thank you to:  Dr. Dawn Hur, PSYCHIATRY

Dawn thank you so much for prepping me to present to Dr. Johnson. I enjoyed 
working with you on BMC inpatient. Stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to:  Dr. Kendall Wong, PSYCHIATRY

I enjoyed working with you on BMC adult, thanks for helping me with my 
assessments and plans. Stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to:  Dr. Grechen Ascher, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for helping me present to Dr. Johnson on BMC inpatient. Stay cool!

From: Kyle Logan, MS4



Thank you to: PSYCHIATRY RESIDENTS

Thank you for all of your hard work!  THE FORCE IS STRONG WITH YOU...

From: Dr. Kawase, Loma Linda VA



Thank you to: Gretchen Ascher Jones, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Gretchen, Thanks for your kindness and hard work. I appreciate you!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Chetan Bhat, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Chetan! Thanks for all your hard work and dedication.  You're awesome!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Adam Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Adam, Thanks for your kindness, friendship, and warmth. 

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Sharon Chen, PSYCHIATRY

Hi Sharon, You're an amazing resident! Thanks for all you do. Appreciate your 
kindness. 

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Mohamed El-Menshawi, PSYCHIATRY

Hey Shawi! Thanks for being a compassionate and caring colleague and friend. And 
for always offering to help to make my day easier. I appreciate you!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Alyssa Estrada, PSYCHIATRY

Hey Alyssa, Thanks for being a hardworking resident. Keep shining bright!

From: Priscilla Verales, Psychiatry Residency



Thank you to: Victoria Agee, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for being hard working, confident, and enthusiastic about the field of 
psychiatry. You are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Raveena Toor, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for being so hard working, compassionate and thorough in your care for 
patients.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Victoria Burghart, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for working so hard to serve our mentally ill veterans and for having a 
sense of humor. You are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Dawn Hur, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for always being a step ahead. Your quick thinking and thorough 
mindset is a benefit to the patients you serve.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Kendall Wong, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for providing good care for our patients. You are also a great teacher. 

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Neveen Youssef, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for you meticulous thorough care of our veteran's. Your carefully 
drafted notes are often admired by other long after your departure from the 
service

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Gretchen Ascher, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for being so hard working and an absolute rock star during you 
overnight rotation. Your management of patients was greatly appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Chetan Bhat, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for providing outstanding care for our veterans. You always do your job 
with great care and completeness. You are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Mohamed El-Menshawi, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for having so much compassion for your patients. You truly stand out in 
this aspect of your care.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Alyssa Estrada, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for consistent care, eagerness to learn and genuine character. You 
provide great care for our Veterans.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Lisa Fayard, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for being so hard working and having such a kind spirit. Your care for 
our Veterans is greatly appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Elizabeth Ma, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your hard work, attention to detail and love for psychiatry. You are a 
great asset to our field. Keep up the good work.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Sith Riantawan, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for being hard working and taking such great care of our patients. You 
are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Sharon Chen, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your thoughtful care of our Veteran's. Your hard work is 
appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Maxwell Schauermann, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your hard work and compassionate care for our Veterans. You are 
appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Adam Borecky, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for working so hard for our patients. Your care and compassion is 
appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Nathan Hoyt, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for working so hard in caring for our Veterans. Your hard work did not 
go unnoticed.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Elizabeth Strada, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your hard work and care for our Veteran's. You are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: John Mauch, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your hard work and collaboration on the psychiatry service while 
navigating through the craziness of covid in its early days.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Caleb Ho-a Shoo, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your compassionate care for patients and for always being willing to 
cover or help another resident.  You are appreciated.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Christian Bernardo, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for always bringing a smile and good attitude. You take great care of 
patients and are a joy to be around.

From: Dr. Abrams, VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: PSYCHIATRY RESIDENTS

Thank you to all of our wonderful psychiatry residents for your hard work and 
dedication to serve our Veterans! We are blessed to have each one of you as part 
of our teams throughout the VA!

From: Gregory S. Foley, Ph.D., Staff Psychologist, ACE Psychology, 
VA Loma Linda



Thank you to: Mikyla Cho, PSYCHIATRY

Hiiiii thank you for everything that you do for your patients and the people around 
you. Thanks for always being willing to help me with anything. I really appreciate 
you! 

From: Iris, Medical Student



Thank you to: Elizabeth Ma, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for using your super powers to create HMH! You dealt with a lot this 
month, you've laid the foundation for it it be a good learning experience for 
residents in the future. 

From: Cory Suard, Psychiatry



Thank you to: Alyssa Estrada, PSYCHIATRY

On one of my first weekend 2NE days you flew in and did like 5 follow up consults 
and a few new ones in a very short amount of time. I was equally impressed and 
appreciative, and use your work that day often as an example when I'm describing 
the difference between the "tempered steel" LLU residents compared with 
residents from other programs I've worked with. Keep up the good work!

From: Cory S., Psychiatry



Thank you to: Sharon Chen, PSYCHIATRY

Your sense of humor is a great asset for morale! It made my day hearing your 
story about that one disastrous MOCA, and of course the flatulence incident :)

From: Cory Suard, Psychiatry



Thank you to: Sunny, PSYCHIATRY

Thank you for your vigilance and persistence on call with patient's physical 
complaints, especially when it's chest pain, and especially when that chest pain 
ends up being a PE :) Strong work!

From: Cory S., Psychiatry



Thank you to: Tyler Cottrell, PSYCHIATRY CHILD/ADOLESCENT 

My two weeks of psych with you at the BMC was incredible, in no small part due to 
your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one day 
become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Bianca Rebolledo, PSYCHIATRY 
CHILD/ADOLESCENT 

Love you, thanks for being so amazing ❤

From: Alexis C, SOM



Thank you to: Bianca Rebolledo, PSYCHIATRY 
CHILD/ADOLESCENT 

You’re personality is energizing and you make learning about psych fun. Thanks 
again for all the hard work you do to help those children in the way that you can, 
and teaching a newbie med student while at it. You’re awesome and I’m very 
thankful for residents like you. May God continue to bless you and your work :)

From: Laura Tobing, MS3, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Willa Song, PSYCHIATRY CHILD/ADOLESCENT 

I promise I wasn’t trying to eavesdrop but I think I overheard your hype music 
through your AirPods before rounds. I heard bohemian rhapsody and I always 
wanted to say that I approve (not that you need my approval haha), but queen is a 
legend. Thank you for taking me on as a student and always answering any 
questions I had or making sure I wasn’t confused. Thank you for all the hard work 
you put into learning about your patients and taking care of them day and and day 
out. You’re inspirational. May God continue to bless you in your career.

From: Laura Tobing, MS3, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Moosa Azadian, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Jeffrey Bonenfant, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Sevwandi De Silva, PULMONARY 
DISEASE/CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Sherif Elkinany, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Andrew Kelada, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Bryce Mikel, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Elaine Nguyen, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Pranjal Patel, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Jonathan Prest, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Joslyn Vo, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Erin Wiltchik, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: Michele Quan, PULMONARY DISEASE/CRITICAL 
CARE MEDICINE

Thank you for all you do as a fellow for our program especially during this 
pandemic and emergency declaration

From: Dottie Acosta, PCCM



Thank you to: RADIATION ONCOLOGY RESIDENTS

Our residents’ motivation to take care of patients and to care for each other 
continue to inspire me. Thank you for your dedication. Alex, Calida, Sam, Becky, 
Stephanie, and Shelby- You are all awesome.

From: Gary Yang, MD, Radiation Oncology



Thank you to: Alex Coffman, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

I have enjoyed working with you and watching you grow through these short 
years. I appreciate your kind heart and patient approach. Thank you for your 
support of the referral team.

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine- Nurse Manager, 
Referral Team



Thank you to: Becky Lee, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Becky, thank you for your excellent work on our research project!  It's been a 
privilege to work with you!  Fingers crossed for publication!!

From: Amy Schill, Internal Medicine/GME



Thank you to: Calida Danko, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Dr. Danko, Thank you for your work in caring for our patients everyday. I'm 
proud to watch you grow in your time with us and believe you will be a great 
radiation oncologist!

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Becky Lee MD, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Dr. Lee! Just wanted to share how I appreciate your work and dedication. Thank 
you for taking time to spend with patients. Best regards from our referral office!

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Stephanie Kwan MD, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Dr. Kwan! I want to share how thankful I am that you've come on board to join 
our department. Already in this short time I'm glad to see you stretch your skills! 
Thank you for taking time to spend with our patients. Best regards from the 
referral team!

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Samrat Sanghvi MD, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Dr. Sam! I'm thankful to grow with you in our department. Thank you for 
stretching your skills in developing ways to improve patient outcomes. Thank you 
for taking time to spend with patients. Best regards from our referral team!

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Shelby Lee MD, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Hi Dr. Shelby! I'm so glad to have you join our department. Thank you for 
stretching and learning many new things in such a short period of time. What an 
awesome opportunity to grow and impact the local community. Best Regards from 
our referral team!

From: Enoch Montalban, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Alex Coffman, MD, Calida Danko, MD  Becky Lee, 
MD, Samrat Sanghvi, MD, RADIATION ONCOLOGY

Thank you for all you do to support our patients undergoing radiation therapy

From: Gayle Wendt, RN, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Haley Reis, RADIOLOGY: DIAGNOSTIC

Thank you for all you do to support our patients undergoing radiation therapy

From: Gayle Wendt, RN, Radiation Medicine



Thank you to: Kevin Kim, RADIOLOGY: DIAGNOSTIC

Thank you for being Kevin, man. It's always a good time seeing you in the hallways 
and catching up from time to time! I am thankful when I see your 
***PRELIMINARY RESIDENT READ*** on imaging for my patients. Thank u for ur 
hard work! 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Manushi Aggarwal, RHEUMATOLOGY

We appreciate all you do as a fellow especially during a difficult time with the 
pandemic and emergency declaration.

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Loomee Doo, RHEUMATOLOGY

thank you for all you do being a fellow especially during this difficult time with the 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Donna Jose, RHEUMATOLOGY

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Deepa Ragesh Panikkath, RHEUMATOLOGY

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Mahdis Solhjoo, RHEUMATOLOGY

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status.

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Lorien Ahn, RHEUMATOLOGY

Thank you for all you do as a fellow especially during this difficult time of 
pandemic and emergency status

From: Dottie Acosta, Rheumatology



Thank you to: Laurel Guthrie, SURGERY

You are doing a GREAT job as a chief, and I am looking forward to you starting 
your CGSO fellowship!

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: Kiro Malek, SURGERY

Thank you for all you do for taking care of surgical patients, and the great 
leadership of your team.  You are doing a great job as a Chief.

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: Sara Grossi, SURGERY

You are doing a great job as a Chief!  Keep it up.

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: Alicia Teferi, SURGERY

You are doing a great job as a Chief!  I know it is not easy.  Keep up the good 
work.

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: Josh Gabel, SURGERY

You are doing a great job as a Chief!  Keep it up.

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: David Nelson, SURGERY

You are doing a great job as a Chief!  I am looking forward to you representing us 
well starting next year at MDACC.

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: Laurel Guthrie and Alicia Teferi, SURGERY

To our incredible administrative chief surgery residents. You are a leader among 
leaders. What a phenomenal job you have done this year and during the pandemic. 
So proud to have you in our program!

From: Jukes Namm, Surgery



Thank you to: Kelly Lara, SURGERY

Kelly, you have made our residency program better and we truly appreciate your 
willingness to step up and help in any way possible during the pandemic. Thank 
you!

From: Jukes Namm, Surgery



Thank you to: SURGERY RESIDENTS

Thank you for the amazing job that you do in taking care of surgical patients!!

From: Mark Reeves, Surgery



Thank you to: SURGERY RESIDENTS

Thank you to our general surgery residents for the incredible dedication and heart 
they show in their work. It has been an incredible privilege to work with you, 
especially in the midst of this pandemic. You have shown courage and empathy in 
the face of uncertainty and loss, and it has been miraculous to witness. 

From: Aarthy Kannappan, VA General Surgery 



Thank you to: Will Anderson, SURGERY

thank you for always being happy to help and take excellent care of our patients.  
we are incredibly grateful for you

From: ACS



Thank you to: Jee Song, SURGERY

You are such a kind hearted and hardworking resident. In addition to being such 
an excellent physician, you do so much for the medical students you work with and 
do an excellent job teaching and advocating for them. Thank you for all you do, it 
does not go unnoticed 

From: LLUSOM Students



Thank you to: Brandon Painter, SURGERY

My week of general surgery at the VA with you was incredible, in no small part due 
to your enthusiasm, encouragement, feedback, and love of teaching. You're exactly 
the type of resident that a medical student wishes to work with, and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Kaitlin Gruenberg, SURGERY

My month of general surgery at the VA with you was incredible, in no small part 
due to your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of teaching. You're 
exactly the type of resident a medical student wants to work with and hopes to one 
day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Christopher Khoury, SURGERY

My week of nights on general surgery at the VA with you was incredible, in no 
small part due to your cheerfulness, encouragement, feedback and love of 
teaching. You're exactly the type of resident a medical student wants to work with 
and hopes to one day become! Thank you!

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Michael Wilkinson, SURGERY

You rock, dude. Every time I run into you in the hospital, it makes my day. I'm 
betting your patients feel the same way! 

From: Ryan Marais, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Kiro Malek, SURGERY

Hi Kiro! Thanks for being such a homie to medical students and looking out for us 
and our learning. It was suuuuper fun working with you (it's been a while but I 
still remember a lot of the things you taught me). 

From: Nat Ng, School of Medicine



Thank you to: William T Anderson, SURGERY

Thank you for all you do at the hospital for your patients!  We greatly appreciate 
you!

From: Carly Anderson



Thank you to: SURGERY RESIDENTS

I want to thank the Surgery residents and residency (and faculty) for being such 
great teamplayers!  It was wonderful to see the continued collaboration!  Thank 
you ALL!!

From: Sonny Lee, Internal Medicine Residency



Thank you to: Kelly Lara (MIS/Bariatric Advanced GI Surgery 
Fellow), Wanda Lam (Global Surgery Fellow), Audrey Choi (CGSO 
Fellow), Bill Morano (CGSO Fellow), Laura Goodman (Pediatric 
Surgery Fellow), Sandeep Jhajj (Vascular Surgery Fellow), Rahul 
Kar (Vascular Surgery Fellow), SURGERY

Thank you for all that you have done this past year. The past 12 months have been 
difficult and a huge roller-coaster in our lives. However, your unwaivering
dedication to patient care, passion for self-improvement, and willingness to teach 
those around you have been a balm to my soul.  Thank you for all that you do. You 
make my day, each and every one of them. May you continue to be a blessing to 
those around you, as you have been mine, in the years to come. 

From: Esther Yung, Surgery



Thank you to: Surgery Chief Residents, SURGERY

I could not have asked for a better group of chief residents to lead during this 
pandemic. You set the bar high for your fellow residents but support them in an 
incredible way.  I am forever indebted to you. 

From: Jukes Namm, Surgery



Thank you to: UROLOGY RESIDENTS

Dear Urology Residents - your dedication and compassion for our patients goes 
above and beyond the call of duty. Thank you for all that you do!! 

From: LLU Urology Faculty



Thank you to: Muhannad Alsyouf & Philip Stokes (URO Chief 
Residents), UROLOGY

Thank you for holding all of our residents to such a high standard. Thank you for 
leading by example. Thank you for all the work that you both do for our patients 
and residency.  You both are a class act and we are proud of you both!!

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Ruth Belay & Jonathan Maldonado, UROLOGY

Dear Ruth and Jon, your leadership and hard work at our county hospitals have 
touched countless lives. We appreciate all that you do!

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Mohamed Keheila, UROLOGY

Mo, your hard work as the only resident in your year has not gone unnoticed. You 
have gone above and beyond the call of duty and we appreciate your willingness to 
sacrifice for the team. 

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Stephanie Jensen / Avi Assidon / Cayde Ritchie, 
UROLOGY

Thank you three for your flexibility during our transition.  You all have been so 
willing to adapt. Thank you for your hard work. 

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Rose Leu & Kanha Shete, UROLOGY

Rose and Kanha, you both are wonderful residents. We are proud of what you both 
are doing in General Surgery and on Urology. Your work ethic and positive 
attitudes are so welcome! 

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Ruby Kuang / Sikai Song / Kevin Cheng, UROLOGY

Dear Ruby, Sikai, and Kevin - We are proud of the 3 of you.  We are so lucky to 
have you all in our residency. Your potential is so great and we cannot wait to see 
what you all accomplish. Keep up the great work!!

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Josh Belle, UROLOGY

Josh, Thanks for being a part of our department. We appreciate you taking call to 
lighten the call burden for our residents. Keep up the great work!

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Akin Amasyali, UROLOGY

Dear Akin, Thank you for being an important part of our department. Your 
contribution to call coverage, floor/ER consults/Research is priceless. We 
appreciate your dedication to our department. 

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Hillary Wagner, UROLOGY

Dear Hillary, thank you for being a wonderful FPMRS fellow. Your dedication to 
resident teaching is much appreciated. Keep up the great work!

From: Dr. Brian Hu and Dr. Ed Ko, Urology



Thank you to: Jonathan Maldonado, UROLOGY

Thanks for all you do teaching the staff, other residents, and students .  You have 
become a leader and example to many.  Good luck in the match

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Ruth Belay, UROLOGY

Thanks for being an excellent resident.  You always spending the time to teach and 
always go the extra mile to take care of problems.  You deserve every happiness in 
life.   Good luck in the match 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Phil Stokes, UROLOGY

Thanks for your leadership as chief.   I’m glad you have worked out your job 
situation and wish you and your family the best 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Muhannad Alsyouf, UROLOGY

Thanks for your leadership and friendship.    Your have gone beyond what most are 
willing to do and deserve every happiness in life    Good luck in fellowship 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Mohamed Keheila, UROLOGY

Thanks for all your hard work.   You have spent many years to achieve your 
accomplishments II appreciate your hard work and willingness to be flexible 
covering this year

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Stephanie Jensen, UROLOGY

Thanks for all your hard work.   Never a complaint with the endless hours of work. 
Your performance has been outstanding. 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Cade Ritchie, UROLOGY

Proud to have you as our resident. Your performance has been outstanding.   Keep 
up the good work

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Rose Leu, UROLOGY

Thanks for your outstanding work.  I know there are many demands at this time of 
your training.   Make some time for yourself 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Kanha Shete, UROLOGY

You are doing a great job.   Thanks for your hard work 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: Sakai Song, UROLOGY

Thanks for your hard work.   I know it has been a transition moving to So Cal 

From: Paul Lui, Urology



Thank you to: UROLOGY RESIDENTS

Thank you for all you do both day and night to help care for our patients. 

From: Dr. Lindler, Urology



Thank you to: UROLOGY RESIDENTS

Thank you to our amazing Urology residents and Fellows for all their hard work 
and sacrifice to provide excellent patient care during this unprecedented and 
difficult times. 

From: Mohammad Hajiha, Urology



Thank you to: Phillip Stokes, UROLOGY

Thank you for being great to work with-your help and communication w anesthesia 
is appreciated!

From:  Brittany, CRNA



Thank you to: Kai Kevin Cheng, UROLOGY

Thank you for work in caring for some of the sickest patients in one of the worst 
months of healthcare in CA, especially in RUHS history. 

From:  Joyce McRae, MS4, SOM



Thank you to: Sikai Song, UROLOGY

Thank you for your eagerness to teach medical students in both July and January. 
And, thank you for your positivity in your interpersonal interactions and for your 
care for your patients.

From:  Joyce McRae, MS4, SOM



Thank you to: Sikai Song, UROLOGY

Was great working with you! You are an awesome resident and such a boss that I 
thought you were the senior on the team the first day. Thanks for taking time to 
teach!

From:  Zachary Barlow, LLUSOM



Thank you to: Kelly Lara (MIS/Bariatric Advanced GI Surgery 
Fellow), Wanda Lam (Global Surgery Fellow), Audrey Choi (CGSO 
Fellow), Bill Morano (CGSO Fellow), Laura Goodman (Pediatric 
Surgery Fellow), Sandeep Jhajj (Vascular Surgery Fellow), Rahul 
Kar (Vascular Surgery Fellow) 

Thank you for all that you have done this past year. The past 12 months have been difficult and 
a huge roller-coaster in our lives. However, your unwaivering dedication to patient care, 
passion for self-improvement, and willingness to teach those around you have been a balm to 
my soul.  Thank you for all that you do. You make my day, each and every one of them. May 
you continue to be a blessing to those around you, as you have been mine, in the years to 
come. 

From:  Esther Yung, Surgery



Thank you to: Rosemarie Florian, Lifestyle Medicine Fellow

Thanks for showing me the nutrition website and taking the time to talk about diet.

From:  Nilmini Pang, School of Medicine



Thank you to: Jodi Gonzalez, School of Pharmacy

Thank you for everything you do and all of your hard work!!!

From:  Stacey Aramoni, LVN, Center For Health Promotion



Thank you to: Jody Gonzalez, School of Pharmacy

Thank you for all you do! 

From:  Naomi E. , Center For Health Promotion


